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ABSTRACT
In 1986, the Department of Education in Newfoundland and
Labrador developed a policy concerning its services for behavior
disordered students. The teaching unit assigned to provide these
services was entitled Educational Therapist.
The purpose of this study was to examine the educational
therapist's services offered to behavior disordered students.
Educational therapists throughout the Prov ince completed a survey
questionnaire regarding their own background, characteristics of the
children, and the interventions provided for these students. Fifty~
nine therapists responded and provided information about
themselves and 306 core behavior disordered children.
The analysis of responses included the characteristics and
problems of children labeled behavior disordered in these units; the
nature of services and treatments being provided; the training and
background of the therapists, as well as their perception of further
training needs. Results indicate that educational therapists work
with a var iety of behavior disordered children.
The <raining and background of therapists are varied and there
is little consensus among those surveyed related to the rare and
function of the educational therapist. Results would indicate a
strong need to further research the effectiveness of these positions
along with their appropriate roles in the school system.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The purpose of this study was 10 obtain a description of
educational therapy services in Newfoundland and Labrador .
This description will include:
1. The presenting problems of children being served.
2. Services offered by therapists.
3. The intervent ions being used to help these children .
4. The training and background of the therapist.
5. Perceptions of the therapists with respect to the
delivery model for servIng these children.
~rQynd to the p~
Over the past five years the Department of Education in
Newfoundland and Labrador has developed a unique (teaching)
unit to meet the needs of behavior disordered children.
Smerdon and Butt (198S) described the rationale for the
development of the model for this unit, entitled Educational
Therapists. Their review of the literature pointed to the need
for unbiased identification procedures. a resource person
highly trained in behavior change methods, and the use of
objective measures to evaluate the services offered. The
Department of Education (1986) adopted this model and
produced a policy statement for school boards and educational
therapists to serve as a framework for the implementation of
these services.
The Department of Education's policy statement
identifies the aim of services to be the retention of the
behavior disordered student in the mainstream of the regular
class. It describes the educational therapists as •. . . resource
persons appc'n ted for the benefit of administrators. teachers.
and parents as well as the students themselves: (p. 1). It
claims the tit le educational therapist is used to distinguish .
their role from that of teachers who are responsible for
academic instruction and guidance counsellors whose role is
much more broadly based.
The policy statement is essentially provided to school
systems throughout Newfoundland and Labrador P.5 a guideline
for the development, implementation and evaluation of
programs and services for behaviorally disordered students.
As such, the policy document provides information and
guidance on the following:
• Definition of behaviorally disordered students.
Criteria for establishing an educational therapy unit.
Detailed description of assessments and documentat ion
requi red.
Competencies req uired of educational therapi sts.
Roles and functions recommended for educational
the rapis ts .
While the policy statement provides an exce llent outline
for the establishment and implementation of educational
therapy units, little has been done to dats to assess these
units in terms of their original mandate. The success of such
a program will clearly depend upon the ability of school
systems to put programs in place that are effective and
effic ient for behaviorally disordered children. Success will
not only depend upon program development skills of school
board personnel, but will also largely depend upon the abili ty
of boards to att ract trained personnel in the field of
behavioral disabilities.
Research in the field of behavioral disorders has
suffered because of problems with reporting and inconsistent
definitions (Skiba & Casey,1985): Studies in both Canada and
the United States have reported variations in definitions used
by provincial and state d epartments of Education for the
identification of behavior disorde red students (Cullinan,
Epstein, & Mclinden, 1986: Csapo, 1981: Epstein, Cullinan. &
Sabatino, 1977). Studies of programs for the behavior
disordered have been hampered by incomplete program
descriptions in the literatur e (Grosenick & Huntze, 1983, as
cited in Skiba & Casey, 1985). An analysis of research
reporting interventions for behavior diso rdered students since
1977, indicated that a nu mber of important descriptor s were
missing, such as: the subjects' age and sex; the amount of
special education services subjects are presently receiving ;
and a specific description of the subjects' behaviors (Skiba and
Casey, 1985).
With the implementation of the educational the rapy unit.
it would seem that Newfoundland and Labrador, at least
theoretically . wou ld have a solid foundation for providi ng
services to behavior disord ered students. However, whether or
not actual educational therapy practices follow the guidelines
recently printed is another question. This study was aimed at
determining the actual services and specific interventions
being provided to behavior disordered children who are
involved in these educational therapy units. Because the
allocation of therapy units is controlled by the Department of
Education, the definit ion of behavior disordered students will
follow the definition outlined in the Department of Education's
Policy Manual. The services offered to the students in these
units may be affected by a number of other variables. Some of
these variables, which were considered in the present study,
a re rev iewed below.
Information concerning the specific children being
served by the educational therapist ts needed. Variables such
as age, sex, and type of problems can influence the
interventions and services provided. This information is also
valuable in terms of discussing the prevalence of problems in
Newfoundland and l abrador.
In order to plan for future programs, the Department of
Education will need information on the nature and types of
services currently being provided. Identifying the services
that are being provided will be to a large extent dictated by
the type of placement the child is assuming within the school.
This placement is important from a philosophical point of view
as well , since the aim of services is supposed to be
mainstreaming. The nature of the services offered to the
behavior disordered students, will also depend on the
responsibilities therapists are a'~suming within the schools.
Information concerning the responsibilities is important from
two perspectives: (1) it will allow one to get a more complete
description of the broader services being offered, such as
group counselling, classroom guidance, etc. and; (2) it may
indicate areas of responsibili ties that could interfere with
providing services to the behavior disordered students. For
example, if the therapists a re responsible for teaching other
classes or supervising detention, they may be less available
for intervention .
The specific type of treatment offered to help a ch ild is
also a critical variable. Depending upon the nature and needs
of the child involved, the selection and appropriate use of
specific therapies will clearly affect the success of the
therapy program,
Directly related to the use of therapies is the training
and background of the educat ional therapist. Beare and Lynch
(1983) found that the most serious problem for serving the
needs of behavior disordered students was a lack of trained
personnel. Training and theoretical orientation of the
therapists have also been found to affect the type of
intervention used (Kestenbaum, 1978 as cited in Algol zine &
Lee, 1981), These findings seem logical: therapists who
haven't received training in ratio nal emotive therapy or family
counselling are not likely to use these interventions.
Similarly. if some therapists' orientations are towards
remediation of academic difficult ies, it is less likely that
they will be offering psychoanalysis. Ideally. interventions
used by therapists should be directly related to the nature of
the chlldrens' difficulties. However, one cannot expect an
intervention technique that is presently not in the therapists'
repertoire. Therefore, it is important to find out how
therapists view the adequacy of their present training and
their desire for further tra ining in speci fic areas,
The main purpose of this study was to provide a
comprehensive picture of the services being offered to
behavior disordered children in Newfoundland and Labrador
schools. It was envisaged that by taking the above variables
into account, patterns will emerge that will make a valuable
contribution nol only to the research in this field, but also to
the Improvement of services.
Research Questions
This study SO~!ght to address the following questions.
1, What are the presenting problems of children being
served?
2. What kind of services are being provided lor
children with behavior disorders in Newfoundland and
Labrador?
3. What specific types of treatments are being used
to help these students?
4. What is the training and background of persons
serving these children in the educational therapy
units?
5. What types of training is perceived to be needed in
order to more effective ly help these students?
Defin ition of Terms
Educational therapist: A person appointed to the salary
unit for a minimum of four students who are deemed (under
Revised Regulation 278/82) "emotionally disturbed".
Beh avio r disordered student: For the purpose of this
study, a behavior disordered child is a child who is being
served in the educational therapy unit. The definition of
behavior disordered child employed by the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador is the following:
~A student is deemed behaviorally disturbed if the child
frequently demonstrates one or more of the following
characteristics over a long period of time and to a
marked degree, which adversely affect educational
performance:
1. A marked inability to learn which cannot be adequately
explained by intellectual, senso ry, neurophysiological, o r
general health factors.
2. A consistent inabili ty to build and maintain satisfactory
inter-personal relationships with peers and teachers.
3. High age and/or sex inappropriate behaviors or feelings
within normal situatio ns.
4. A general pervasive mood of acute unhappiness or
depression.
5. A tendency to develop symptoms, such as speech
problems, pains or fears, ass ociated with personal or
school problems."
•Assessment data from a vari ety of scales and sources
is used to identify a "problem" In one or more of the
above areas. Consistency in pointing a student's
inappropriate behaviors be tween at feast three 01Ihese
sources is taken as sufficient evidence of iderniiic atjon.
Core student: A stude nt for w hom full documentation exists
in sc hool and board office, and th erefore one w ho co u ld be used
to su bstantiate the unit under regulation section 2(3) (a) (iii)
of Th e Schoo l Act (Teacher's salaries) Regulat ion (1 982
Amendment).
Referred student : A st udent referred to an educational
thera pist by self, teacher, paren t , or o ther age ncies for
evalua tion, behavio ral pro gram planning, or crisis in tervent ion.
Lim itations
As with most research, some caution must be taken when
interpr eting the results o f this s tudy. The following point s
highlight the primary research conside rations when applying
the d ata herein:
1. The questionnaire allows for a combi ned me asure of
fac ts , definitio ns, attitu des and perceptions .
2. The study is descriptive in nat ure.
r n
3. The training and background of respondents varied
considerably, creating the possibility of a greater
variance on more technica l questions .
4 . Respondents may inadvertently bias results in favor
of answers that are perceived to support the ir
positions.
II
CHAPT.ER 2
Review of the Literature
H istorical Overview of SerVices
A brief examinat ion o f the hi story of serv ices for
behavior disordered children, will g ive on e a better
a pprecia tion o f services that exist today. Prior to 1800, few,
if any. systematic attempts were m ade to teach any type of
handicap ped chi ldren. "Abuse, negl ect, c ruel medical
tr eatment (e.g., bleeding), and exces sive punishment were
common and often accep ted matter-ot-factly fo r children as
w ell as adults who showed undesir able behavior" (Kauffman,
1981. p .33).
De spite poor t reatment and institutionalization, the mid
18005 br ought an increased intere st in possible explanations
of maladaptive behavior . Diagnosis and classif ication became
the locus in th e latter part of the c entury. known as the
"descrip t ive era". Dur ing th is period , a legal di stinction was
made between feeblemindedness (mental retardation) and
insanity (emotional d isturbance) in England (Stainback &
S tainba ck . 1980).
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Unfortun ately, in the last half of th e 18005, attitudes
towards fatalism developed and the prev ailing belief was that
insanity was irreversible. As a result, t reatment was believed
to be useless and asylums became a plac e to isolate the insane
trom the rest of soc iety.
In the ea rly 1900's, concern for chil dren with d isordered
behavior increased tremendously. Community child guidance
clinics for emotionally disturbed children were established.
As well, public schools began offering me ntal hygiene courses
as a preventat ive measure for emotional d isturbance. The
beginning of education for the emotionally disturbed was
undoubtedly infl uenced by the National C ommittee for Mental
Hygiene, established in 1909. One of its members, Thomas
Haines, stated that he believed the public schools should be
concerned about the welfare of all exceptional children
including the "psychopathic" (seriously di sturbed) as well as
those who exhibit more mild behavior prob lems (Stainback &
Stainback, 1980).
In the 1920s, two organizations wer e founded that
greatly influenced the education of disturbed children in the
United States: the Council for Exceptional Childr en (1922) and
the American Orthopsychiatric Association (ADA) (1924). The
13
Council for Exceptional Children' greatly influenced the passage
of legislation concerning the education of all handicapped
children while ADA did much to encourage research and
dissemi nation of in fo rmation regard ing th erapeu tic and
educational endeavors with behavior disor dered children
(Kauffman, 1981). Other national organiza tions such as the
Council for Childre n with Behavioral Disorders (1964),
National Soc iety for Autistic Children (196 5), and the
American Association for the Education of the
Severely/Profound ly Handicapped (1974), were founded
throughout the centur y.
An inc reased interest in the educa tion of these children
complemente d the growing literature on schizop hrenia and
other categ ories of childhood disorders that flourished during
the 1930s an d 40s. Most of the programs set up for the
severely dist urbed, at this time were residential in nature.
Those children who were considered mildl y distu rbed were, for
the most part, enrolled in special schools or special classes.
This segrega tion of handicapped children , for the purposes of
education, began to change drastically in the 60s and 70s. At
that time, Wol fensberger (1972), maintai ned tha t placement in
environments segregated from "normal" individuals did not
foster positive gains In the behavior of th ose people placed in
14
such environmen ts. Thi s philosophy has been a powerful force
in shaping the services we provide for exceptional children
today.
In the 19605 and 70s, a move towards norm alizatio n
began and mainstreaming became the cent ral focus of special
education. Essentiall y, normalization refer s to the 'placement
of the individua l into a situat ion that is as much as possible
like the situation he wo uld be in if he were not co nsidere d to
be disturbed or behavio r disordered" (Stai nback & Stainback,
1980, p, 50). Mainstreaming may be viewed as the educational
counterpart of the movement towards norm alizat ion. It is
linked to the right of all children to an appropriate education.
In the 19605 and 70s, the United States resp onded to the
movement by p lacing mildly disturb ed child ren in regular
c lasses and the severely disturbed in special classes w ithin
the public schoo ls. Mai nstreaming did not have a serious
impact in Canada until the 19705, when the CELDIC Report
(Roberts & Lazu re, 1970 ) was released. The Commission of
Emotional and Learning Disorders in Childr en, through field
vis its. examine d conventiona l pattern s of services for c hildren
with emotional and learning disorders and made several
recommendation s for changes towards the improvement of
such services. At the basis of these recommenda tions are two
15
main ideas: (1) the child's needs should be met within the
normal environment and through the local community: and (2)
if this need is to be met. the people responsible for the
children 's care must be able to call upon and use adequate
consultation and support fro m staff with highly specialized
training and skills . The emphasis is placed on integration of
the chi ld in the regular classroom with special education
consultant help for the classroom teacher and support services
for the child's family .
The autho rs of this report recommended the following:
"that because of the negative effects of separate
special educa tion facili ties, educationa l
authorities minimize the isolation o f children with
emotional and learning disorders and plan programs
for them that as far as possible retain children
within the regular school curriculum and
activ itie s . ~
(Roberts & Lazure, 1970, p.146)
Although one often views placement in the regular
classroom synon ymously with mainstreaming, Hammell ,
Bartel, & Bunch (1984), warn us that such placement should
not be misconstrued as "appropriate" education. Placement
procedures may vary depending on the needs of the child and
I I>
the support services available. : Mainstreaming will involve
placement of the child in the "least restrictive" environment
that wlll best meet his needs. The Council for Exceptional
Children put forward the following definition of
mainstreaming at its 1976 international conference:
-Mainstreaming is an educational placement
procedure for exceptiona' children based on the
conviction that each child should be educated in the
least restrictive environment in which his or her
educational and related needs can be satisfactorily
addressed. •
In order to meet the needs of exceptional children in a
normalized settlnq, support services are crucial. The CEl DIC
Report recommended that support services be available to the
classroom teacher as well as to the child's family.
"We recommend many ways of supporting families;
day care, homemaker services, counselling; and we
recommend that the classroom teacher have
consultation help readily available both in the
school and from the community to increase his
skill and strengthen his role in working with a
child with emotional and learning disorders.·
(Roberts! Lazure, 1970, p.l0)
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One of the major problems seen by this report was the
lack of coordination of services provided for children with
emotional and learning disorders. Children were often being
treated independently by the education, medical, correctional
and social service systems. Poor communication between
these different helping services often resulted in fragmented
treatments that did not consider the whole child. Because the
school is responsible for the day to day care of children, the
CELDIC report recommended that the school form the base for
organizing and coordinat ing all the necessary community
services. This would enable front line personnel, the regular
classroom teachers, to serve the needs of emotional and
learning disordered children while having access to special
education consultants who are communicating with the other
helping professions.
In response to this need, the Newfoundland Government
have established Educational Therapy positions within
Newfoundland schools. These positions are intended to address
the needs of behaviorally disordered children while also
providing consulting services to regular classroom teachers.
One of the first problems facing the establishment of these
positions was coming to some consensus on the definition of
behavioral disorders.
I H
Definitions of deviant behav ior have been proposed from
a variety of perspectives and disciplines (Olarlzo and McCoy .
1983.) At the present time, there is no universally acce pted
definition and this reality poses a number of problems tor
research in this field . Winzer (1987) captures the nature and
extent of these problems:
Difficulties in the precise definition of emotional
disturbance have create d problems in estimating
prevalence, ide n tifying cha racteristics ,
assessment, etiology, treatments, and educational
approaches. Profes siona ls cannot even agree on
whether to ca ll these children emotionally
disturbed, behaviorally d isor dered, socia lly
maladjus ted , dev iant, psychologically impaired,
educationally handicapped, character disordered, or
delinquent (p.375).
There are seve ral reasons why defin ing behavio ral
disorders is a difficult task. In order to be able to define and
identify a behavior that is deviant, disordered, or abnorm al,
one must first have a clea r defi nitio n of normal or acceptab le
19
behavior . Garber (1984) pcmt e out that we must view
"ncrmalacy" from a developmental perspective:
Whether childhood psychopathological disorders are
referred to as deviations from age appropriate
norms , exaggerations of normal developmental
tasks. or interferences in the normal progress ion
of development , it is clear that some notion of
normalit,v in the cont ext of the developmental
process is essential.
(Garber, 1984, p.35)
Children exhibit a variety of behaviors and it is very
difficult to label any of these behaviors "abnormal" or "normal"
per se. Usually, it is the amount or degree of behavior
exhibited in certain situations that differentiates disordered
and normal behavior. Unfortunately, agreeing on what amount
or degree is abnormal is also a problem.
Another reason behavior disorder is so difficult to define
is that it cuts across many other disabling conditions (Bower.
1982). Mentally handicapped, hearing impaired, and learning
disabled children often exhibit inappropriate behaviors and/or
emotional problems.
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Definitio nal problems also exist because of vary ing
professiona l perspective s. The field of behavioral disorders
has input from medicine, psychiatry, education, socia l work,
and psychology. It is very d ifficult . if not impossibl e, to
create a definitio n that would encompass these theoretical
orientat ions.
Even within the educational field there is generally a
lack of consensus regarding the def inition of behavior al
disorders. Epstein, Cullinan. and Sabatino (1977), surveyed
departments of education in the United States regarding their
definitions of behavio r diso rders . They fou nd a wide
discrepancy between the states' defin itions, with one state 's
definition actua lly contrad icting another's. Csapo (1981)
reports that in Canada only six of twelve jurisdictions
reported the existence of an officia l def inition and these
definitions all varied to some extent.
A con sistent defin it ion withi n any f ield is ve ry
important. Kauffman states:
The definition one accepts will ref/ect how one
conceptualizes the problem of disordered behavior
and, therefore, will determine what intervention
strategies one considers appropriate ...Furthermore
21
a definition specifies the: population to be served
and. thereby. has a profound effect on who receives
intervention as well as how they will be served.
(Kauffman, 1981. p.19)
Consistent and objecti ve guideline s for defining and
identifying disorders are also necessary for making progress
in the research of this field: "In the absence of clear and
objective guidelines for identifying disorders, general izations
across studies have been difficult" (Garber,1984. p. 30).
Al though numerous de fi niti ons of emot iona lly
dis turbed/behaviorally disordered children have been proposed
in the last twenty years, one definition in particular has had a
significant impact on public policy. This definition is the one
proposed by Bower (1969). He defined emotionally handicapped
ch ildre n as tho se exh ib iting one or more of live
characteristics to a marked extent and over a period of time:
1. An inability to learn which cannot be explained by
intellectual, sensory, or health factors
2. An inabili ty to build or maint ain sati sfactor y
in terperson al relatio nsh ip s w it h peers and
teachers
22
3. Inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under
normal conditi ons
4. A genera l, pervasive mood of unhappiness or
depre ssion .
5. A tendency to develop physical symptoms, pains, or
fears associated with personal or school problems.
(Bower, 19S9.pp. 22-23 as cited in Kauffman, 1981. p.20)
The United States Federal Government, under Public Law
94-142, adopted Bower's definition with some modifications.
Instead of using the label "emotionally disturbed", the U.S.
government added "seriously emotionally disturbed". Not only
do children have to exhibit one or more characteristics to a
marked degree over a long period of time; these
characteristi cs must also "adversely affect educat ional
performance". In addition to the fiv e characte ristics described
by Bower, the federal definition includes the following :
The term includes children who are schizophrenic
or autistic. The term does not include children who
are socially maladjusted, unless it is deter-mined
that they are seriously emotionally disturbed.
(Educallonof Handicapped Children, Federal Reglster,Q
S eeto n 121a.5, 19n as cued in Bower, 1982. p. 55)
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The modifications of Bower's definition have been
severely criticized on the grounds that we should be serving
emotionally handicapped children befo re they become
"seriously" disturbed,(Bower, 1982) and that adding terms such
as schizophrenic and autistic are unnecessary since such
children obviously would exhibit at least one of the five
character istics to a marked extent and over a long period of
time (Kauffman, 1981).
Newfo u n dlan d Definitio ns
The Department of Education for Newfoundland and
Labrador have made a sincere attempt to consistently define
behavio rally diso rdered children throughout the Province. In
their policy manual for the'Bervices for Behaviorally Disturbed
Children" (1986) , the y use the def inition proposed by
Bower(1969). They also specify fair ly detailed procedures for
assessing whether a child actually has these character istic s.
These procedures include documented information from a
var iety of sources . To reduce the chance of subj ecti ve
identification of the child by one source , there must be
consistency in pointing a stude nt's inappropriate behavio rs
between at least three sources . Documentation of child ren
def ined as behaviorally disturbed must be presented to the
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Department of Education in Newfoundland and Labrador before
an educational therapy unit is allocated . A minimum of four
children are needed to satis fy the requirements for a unit
within a school.
Although the procedures outlined by the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador are not without problem s, they
represent one of the best efforts to deal with the problems of
definition and identification. A study of Newfoundland and
Labrador se rvices lor behaviorall y disorde red ch ildren is
therefore likely to prov ide a valuable con tribution to this
broader field of research.
The Nature of Students "At Ri sk"
pr evalence
A reasonable estimate of the percentage of behavior
disordered students who need special education, appears to be
in the range of three to six percent of the student pcpulatlcn
(Kauffman, 1989).
A longitudinal study by Rubin & Balow (1978) found that
In any given year, about twenty to thirty percent of the
children were considered by at least one teacher to be a
problem. In this same study, eleven percent of the boys and
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three and one-half percent of thfi girls (for an average of 7.4
percent) were considered a problem by every teacher who rated
them over a period of three years.
A variety of studies point to similar findings. Most
children and adolescents display seriously disturbing behavior
at some point during their development. Also, more than two
percent of school-age children exhibit disordered behavior
consistently, over a period of years.
Sex of BehaYiQr Djsordered Ch ildren
Mcintyre (1989) reports that five times more boys than
girls are ident ified as having emotionallbehaviorial disorders.
Numerous studies have indicated that boys outnumber
girls consistently across many forms of behavioral disorders
(Campbell & Werry, 1986; Prior & Werry, 1986; Quay, 1986;
Schlosser & Algozzine, 1979; Schultz, Salvia, & Feinn, 1974;).
Depending on the type of disorder and nature of the study,
ratios varied from as low as 1.7 to 1.0, to as high as 10.to 1.
Boys generally outnumbered girls for acting out and more
aggressive and immature behavior (Cullinan, Epstein &
Kauffman, 1984; Schultz et at, 1974; ). Schultz, Salvia, &
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Feinn (1974) found that 36 of the 55 behaviors on the
Behavioral Problem Checklist were more prevalent in boys.
Despite this general finding it is helpful to look at the
behaviors that do not differ between males and females and
those for which females outnumber males.
Schultz at al. (1974) found that boys and girls did not
differ on fourteen symptoms, in particular those related to
anxiety and withdrawal. More recent research supports these
findings, that sex di fferences are minimal for anxiety-
withdrawal disorders (Kauffman, 1989; Quay & LaGreca, 1986).
Girls were rated significantly more frequently than boys
on five symptoms, generally demonstrating more neurotic
forms of behavior (Salvia, at al.. 1974).
Overall, when behaviors are clustered into complete
syndromes to form a specific disorder, females outnumber
males on only one disorder, that being anorexia nervosa
(Kauffman. 1989).
Although this study is limited to third and fourth grade
students, other research supports the finding that boys'
behaviors are viewed as more disturbing. Schlosser &
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Algozzine (1979) found that classroom teachers rated
prevalent behaviors in boys as significantly more disturbing.
Classifi c ation Systems
Although one does not want to encourage the labelling of
children, it is important to identify common features 01 their
behavior for education, therapy and research purposes.
Research and intervention in the area of behavior
disorders has long been hindered because no one classification
system has been adopted in the field. As a result. one of the
primary problems associated with the research on behaviorally
disturbed chi ldren is the number of di ffering classification
systems used. While many of the classification systems
available have similar characteristics, it is generally observed
that most "systems" reflect the setti ng and theoret ical
background of the individual classifying. In an attempt to
bring more objectivity to these classificat ion syste ms,
researchers such as Quay (1986) are using multivariate
statistical techniques to investigate the interrelations among
deviant behaviors and to define and clar ify these behaviors
into distinct categories.
Quay's (1983) approach to classification has received a
great deal of support in the last decade (Kauffman, 1981;
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Clarizio and McCoy, 1983: Center, 1989; Epstein. Kauffman,
Cullinan, 1985). It is a reliable and empirica l approach based
on the analysis of clusters of behaviors derived from the data
of child ren seen in hospitals . clinics and schools (Center,
1989; Quay and Werry, 1986; Kauffman, 1989). Each cluster of
behaviors that occur together and form a patte rn is given a
name descriptive of the behavior disorder identified.
Quay's clasification system has been criticized because
of its emphasis on broad dimensions. Clarizio and McCoy
(1983) note that this approach makes it very diffi cult to
conclude which particular behaviors can be modified by a
part icular treatme nt. Another limitation of Quay's system is
that it does not di fferentiate between severe behav ior
disorde rs such as childhood schizophrenia and infantile autis m.
Other disorde rs such as anorexia nervosa, do not seem to fit
into Quay's system . Like other classifi catio n systems, this
one relies on reports of childrens' behavior by concerned adults
and may tell us more about their perceptions than about the
child 's actual behavio r.
While numerou s oth er systems can be found in the
literatur e, Quay's analys is app ears to be one of the most
comprehensive and encompassing of those availab le. The
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follo wing pages out line the slx most prevalent behavioral
clusters and thei r characteristic behaviors.
Undersocialized Aggress ive Conduct DIsorder
The first dimension, undersocialized aggressive conduct
diso rder, has emerged consis tently and has well validated,
eas ily observa ble characte ristics .(Quay, 1986) . The most
frequently associated behaviors are those generally considered
as aggressiv e, disruptive and noncomp liant. A complete
desc ription of the character istics associa ted with this
disorder are outlined below.
Characteristic s
Fighting, hitt ing, assault ive
Disobedient, defiant
Temper tantrums
Destructive ness
Impertinent, "smart, " impudent
Uncooperative, resistant, inconsiderate, stubborn
Attention seeking, "show-off"
Dominates, bullies, threatens
Disruptive, interrupts , disturbs others
Boisterous, noisy
Irritabili ty, "blows up" easily
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Negative, refuses direction
Restl ess
Untru stworth y, di sh onest , lies
Hyperact iv i ty
Socialized Aggressive Conduct DlsQrder
The second pattern of behavio r labeled socia lize d
agg ressive co nd uct dis order is characterized by the
involve ment of peers in illegal and norm- violating behavior.
Quay (1986) sugg ests th at it is mainly a phenomeno n of old er
childhood and adolesce nce. Specific characteristic behavior s
are outlined below .
Characteristics
Has "bad" companions
Truant from school
Truant from home
Steals in co mpany with oth ers
Belongs to a gang
Is loyal 10 delinquent friend s
Stays out la te at night
Steals at home
Lies, cheats
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Attention Deficit Disorder
The third synd rome, Attention Defic it Disorder, earl ier
labeled Immaturity by Quay (1979), is defined by probl ems in
concentration and attentio n, impulsivity, lack of perseverance,
clumsiness, and passivit y. It has also emerged frequently
throughout studies in the literature. Quay (1986) note s that
although hyperacti vity appears on this dimension, it is not
central, and behaviors associated with motor underactivity are
more freque ntly evide nt . A comple te charac terist ic
description of this disorder is outlined below.
Characteristics
Poor concentration, short attention span, inatt entive,
di str actable
Daydreaming
Clumsy, poor coordination
Preoccupied, stares into space
Passive, lacks initiativ e, easily led
Fidgety, restl ess
Fails to finish tasks, lack of perseverance
Sluggish. lazy
Impulsive
l acks interest, bored
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Hyperactive
Drowsy
Anx iet y • Wllhd:'!l:wa! - Dysphoria
The second most frequently appearing syndrome is now
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labeled Anx iety -Wit hdrawal- Dysphor ia. Int ern alizi ng
behaviors such as anxie ty, fearfulness, shyness, social
withdrawal, satr-con sctousness. and crying define th is
disorder. Other salient characteristics of this disorder are
outlined as foll ows:
Characteris tics
Anxious, fearfur, tense
Shy. timid, bashful
Depressed, sad, disturbed
Hypersensi tive . easily hurt
Feels lnferlcr , worthless
Self-conscious. easily embarassed
Lacks sett -contlde nce
Easily flustered
Cries frequently
Aloof
Worries
The four syndromes described thus far are refined
examples of the dimens ions originally desc ribed by Quay
(1979). These four well known categories are empi rically
sound and well documented . Recently , two additional
dimensions have emerged labeled Schizcld-Unresponslve and
Social Ineptness. Because they have not emerged as frequently
as the others four dimensions, these two classif ications are
not as firm empi rica lly .
Sch izo id • Unrespo nsive
Schi zoid-un responsive is characterized by general
unre sponsive behaviors. Quay (1986) suggests that the
unresponsiveness evident in this pattern is not limited to peer
relations, and may represen t the extreme of the introversion
personality. One may also compare it to Schizoid Disorder in
the DSM III cla ssification system. The follow ing outline
indicates the behavior s clustered within this dimension.
Ch ar acter i sti c s
Won't ta lk
Withdrawn
Shy, timid, bashful
Cold and unresponsive
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Lack of interest
Sad
Stares blankly
Confused
Secretive
likes to be alone
Soc ia! Ine ptness
Socia l Ineptness is defined by poor peer relations
without accompanying anxiety, depre ssion , or generali zed
unresponsiveness. Quay (1986) suggests that this pattern in
ch ildren may only be a reflection of a limited repertoire of
socia l skills and may not need to be considered a behavior
disorder . The following provides the principle characteristics
associated with this diso rder.
Cha racte ri s tics
Poor peer relations
Likes to be alone
Is teased, picked on
Prefers younger companions
Shy, timid
Stays with adults. ignored by peers
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Two other dimensions that have been found in a few
studies are Psychotic Disorder and Motor Overactivity . Quay
(1986) explains however, that the relatively low prevalence
rate of childhood psychosis makes it difficult to clarify by
statistical analysis.
psychotic Di s order
Psychotic Disorder is characte rized by extreme deviation
from normal patterns of thinking , feeling and acting. Some
researchers (Center, 1989) go on to divide the disorder into
two groups, distinguishable mainly by age of onset: infantile
autism (diagnosed prior to thirty months of age); childhood
schizophrenia (diagnosed afte r thirty months). Quay (1986)
suggests the re is some suppo rt statistical ly for the
distinction of two separate sy ndromes . Specific
characteristics of this disorder are outlined below.
Characteristics
Incoherent
Repetitive speech
Bizarre, odd, peculiar
Visual halluc ination s
Auditory hall ucinations
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Strange ideas, behav ior
Motor Overactiyi1y
The Motor Overactlvlty dimension Is ch aracterized by
excessive motor act ivity that is accompanied by atte ntional or
conduct pro blems. The following describes the princ ipl e
charac teristics of this disorder.
Characterist ics
Restless, overactive
Excitable, impulsive, can't wait
Squirm y, j itte ry
Ove rta lkative
Hums and makes other odd noises
Services Provided for Behavior Disordered Ch ildren In
Over the past fifteen years, education and treatment of
behavior disordere d children have underg one dramatic changes.
A great deal of concern has been focused on the unnec essary
segregation of all handicapped pupi lS, incl uding those labeled
behavior disordered. Placement in an educational setting that
is the least restrictive environment has been one of th e
guiding princip les that have dram atically changed the
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educationa l serv ice deliver y system. Behavior disordered
students are presently being served in a "continuum" of
placements including specia l schools, specia l classes,
resource rooms, and regular classes . (MacMillan & Kavale,
1986 ).
In the last three decades , provision of services for
behavior diso rdered children in Canada has rapidly unfolded.
This development is attributed to a number of provincial and
nationa l reports stressing the need for educational serv ices
(Csapo, 1981; Winzer, 1987). The CELOIC Report, Commission
of Emotional and leaning Disorders in Children, ( Roberts &
Lazur e, 1970) recommends that local educational authorities
assume responsibili ty for the educa tion of all children within
their jurisdict ion. The SEECC Report , Standards for Education
of Exceptional Children in Canada, (Hardy, McLeod, Minto,
Perkins, & Quance, 1971 ) recommends government support for
the tra ining of personnel, research development, and the
overa ll improveme nt of facilities for children with prob lems.
The report also recommends that teachers of exceptional
children I 'ie following competencies : k nOWledge of
children wl. wiora l and social disorders; a mimimum
standa rd of performance in diagnosis and prescriptive
teaching; the ability to deve lop and implement appropriate
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programs in dealing wit h the problem s of behavior disordered
child ren (C sapo , 1981).
Follow ing th ese reports, Csapo (1981) studied the extent
of public school services for emotionally d isturbed child ren in
Canada. This s tudy inv olved a 19-item questionna ire which
was sent to the Director of Special Educatio n or its equ ivalent
in the Dep artments of Education of th e ten provinces and two
territories. The most frequentl y occurring mode of service
delivery w as found to be the special class, resource room, and
homebound instru ction. However, Csa po suggests that th is
mode 01 service deliver y is changing with many provinces
aiming 10 maintain the behavior disordered child in the regular
class room with support services.
Al the time of Csapo's s tudy, Newfound land was not one
of the six jurisdictions which reported the existence of an
offic ial de fi nition of emotional disturbance. In terms of
terminolog y used , Newfoundla nd was one of six ju risdict ions
that favored the term "severely emotionally disturbed". The
types of services provided by Newfoun dland for these children
included: th e special c lass, resource room, academic tuto ring,
guidance counselling, school social worker , psych iatric
consultatio n, and payment for private schoo l program. At that
time, the maximum number of childre n in a special class was
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six. When a reso urce teacher was involved a case load of 1:4
was recommended. Newfoundland wa s reported to have special
educat ion qualific ation require ments for specially trained
teachers a nd that this tr aining was av ailable in the province.
Since this report in 1981 , the Departm ent of Education in
Newfoundla nd and l abrador ha s attemp ted to make some major
changes in its po licy concerning the servicing of emotionally
disturbed c hildren . In the follo wing section , Newfoundland's
policy for serving behavior disordered children and the
philosophy underly ing these pol icies. will be discussed.
Newfound land PQ~
Special Education salary units for "behaviorally
disturbed" (nole the terminology change since 1981) studen ts
in Ne wfoundland and Labrador are dis tinguished from other
special ed ucation units by the term "educational therapist ". A
need to d istinguis h educational thera pists' roles from other
personnel roles such as those of teachers an d guidance
counsellors, arises from the ph ilosophy and aims of the
serv ice the therap ist prov ides. The pr incipal aim for these
serv ices is to ret ain the behaviorally disturbed student in the
mains tream of the regular program (G overnm ent of
Newfoundla nd and l abrador, Department of Education. 1986).
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Although providing "least restrictive" se rvices and
mainstreaming may be said to be the goal of many special
education progr ams, the focus of their servi ces is mainly on
academic rem ediation . The focus of the services provided by
educational th erapists is "behavioral cha nge",
The phil osophy or rationale surrounding the educational
therapist posi t ion is found in an article by Smerdon and Butt
(1985). In thi s article, "A Working Model for Students Who
Don't", Smerdo n and Butt describe a successful pilot project
of the Terra Nova Integrated School Board designed to meet the
needs of behavior disordered children. Th ey suggest that if
these children are to be served by the sc hool, sc hool boards
need teacher s who are trained to cope wi th emotionally
maladjusted child ren and the ' resource personnel (educational
therapists) who work directly with the identifi ed students
also need spec ific and detailed training in behavior change
methodology" (Smerdon & Butt, 1985. p. 81).
Althoug h these children are not ac hieving academically,
Smerdon and Butt suggest that they are cognitively able to
achieve and therefore do not need "special education" in the
traditional sense. They suggest that the children need to
participate in the regular school setting a nd be taught with
their peers, while at the same time, rece ive co unselling from
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the educational thera pist. Besides worki ng individually with
the child, the educational therapist would also serve as a
consultant in designin g classroom programs with teachers and
administrators, to accomodate students.
At the present time, the service del ivery model proposed
by the Govern ment of Newfoundland and Labrador is basically
that of a resou rce person who provides therapy to the behavior
disordered child while at the same time consults with
teachers, ad ministration , family and any significant others in
the child's life . This type of service del ivery model has not
always been favored by professionals. In the past, regular
classroom tea chers' altitudes toward malnstreaminq these
students have been decidedly negative (Bea re, 1981). When
regular and special educators were asked to rate the
acceptability of trea tment alternatives fo r behavioral
disorders they ranked self-contained special education classes
the highest an d counselling second (Epste in, Matson, Bepp, &
Helset, 1986) . However, this study faile d to offer variations
of special ed ucation placement such as th e resource room. It
will be important to find out how behavio r disordered children
are actually placed in the schools and w hat type of service
delivery model is preferred by the thera pists.
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Sp ecific Interyentions
The llteratura on behavior disorders d iscusses a variety
of differen t methods of treatment. Despite the variety o f
treatments reviewed, it is commonly agreed that ;
~ the decision of which therapy is best for a
pa rticular patient(studen t) remains a critica l issue
in the field of behavioral disorders"
(Algozzine & Lee, 198 1).
Most researchers also agree with Winzer (19 87) who notes
tha t ;
Methods of interven tion for these child ren have
been largely developed according to vari ous
theoretical perspectives. No one method has proven
effective for sf! emotionally d isturbed children.
Indeed, a consensus on intervention is as elusive as
a universa l definitio n of the problem.
(Winzer, 1987, p. 398)
Although the place ment of behavior d isorder ed students
is an important consider ation, it is even mo re imp ortant to
understand what is being done for such children regardless of
the selting. Ther e are several intervention approaches
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designed to alte r problem behav'lor. The th erapies usually fall
under five categor ies represented by the correspo nding
conceptua l mode ls: (1) medical, biogenic or biophysical, (2)
psychoed ucation al , socio logical approaches, (3)
psychody namic. (4) ecological, (5) behavioral (Kauffman,
1981; MacMillan & Kavale, 1986; Winzer, 19 87). These
categories are de scrib ed below.
B Iophysical/B iogen ic Model
This mode l assumes that psychopathology/b ehavior
d isorders are ca used by eNS dysfunction or some physiological
flaw within the individ ual. Genetic factors, brain dysfunction,
food alle rgies an d bioc hemical imbalance are examples. A
further assumptio n of this model is that dis ordered behavior
can be brought under control through physiol ogical means such
as drugs and diet (Kauffman, 1989; MacMillan & Havate, 1986).
psychodynam ic
The psycho dynamic model is based 10 a large extent on
the tenets of psychoan alytic theory. It assumes that
di sordered behav ior is a symptom of underly ing mental
p roblems repres enting imbalances in the child's personality
(Kauffman , 1989). These mental problems are bel ieved to be
the results of difficulti es during a child's early development.
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A great deal of importance is placed on understanding the
unconscious motivation for behavior. It assumes that
intervention cannot be successful until this underlying
unconscious conflict is understood. Individual psychothera py
is the preferred treatment.
The behav ioral approach has two major assumptions: it
considers the behavior itself to be the major issue. and it
assumes that behavior has been learned. Disordered behavior
is viewed as inappropriate learned responses. Interventions
within this model rely on learning principles to teach more
appropriate behavior. The manipulation and change of
environme ntal antecedents or consequences are important
components of this approach (Kauffman, 1989; MacMillan &
Kavale, 1986).
psYchoeducatlo n aJ Ap pr o ach
The psychoeducational approach is similar to the
psychodynamic model in that it is also concerned with
unconscious motivations and underlying conflicts. However, it
differs in its approach to intervention. The psychoeducational
approach does not view the necessity of resolving and
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understanding unconscious motivations developed in the past.
It deals with what is happening with the individual in the
present. Emphasis is on the child gaining insight into their
present behavior and changing it to more appropriate behavior
in future situations.
Ecological Approach
The ecological approach emphasizes the
interrelationships between individuals and their environments.
Disturbance is believed to be the result of a mismatch between
the individual and the ecosystem in which he resides. The
emphasis is not placed on the individual's behavior itself but
on the entire ecosystem as a whole. Intervention is directed
at all of the facets of the child's milieu and emphasizes
behavioral and social learning concepts.
prevalence of Intervent ion Approaches
MacMillan and Kavale (1986) note that intervention
methods used with behavior disordered students vary greatly.
They point to the diffl culty of obtaining reliable estimates
regarding the prevalence of approaches because of the move
towards educating behavior disordered children in the least
restrict ive environment. As a result. "prevalence estimates of
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the different intervention strategies can be made reliable only
from special classes for the behavior disordered."
MacMillan and Kavale (1986), in their review of
prevalence studies, suggest that the trend in educational
treatment of behavior disordered students is towards more
behavioral interventions as opposed to those
psychodynamically oriented. At the same time. they indicate
that two other classifications, psychoeducational and eclect ic
interventions, have emerged as being very popular. Both of
these intervent ions use components of the other theoretical
models and are not 'pure' in that sense, They note:
"The large percentage of programs that fall within an
eclectic (including psychoeducational) classification
suggests that educational programs for behavior
disordered students more often than not do not fall
clearly within the parameters defined by any single
theoretical model. The theoretically ~pure~ program is
represented in only a minority of programs.~ (p. 591).
CQunselllng Therapies and Techniques
Counselling has been defined as a process "to help
individua ls toward overcoming obstacles to their personal
growth, wherever these may be encountered and toward
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achieving optimum development "of their personal resources."
(American Psychological Association, Division of Counselling
Psychology, Committee on Definition, 1956, p. 283 as cited in
Thompson & Rudolph, 1988).
Thompson and Rudolph (1988) offer a working definition
of counselling:
"CounselHng is a process involving a relationship
between two people who are meeting so that one
person can help the other to resolve a problem. One
of these people, by virtue 01 his or her training, is
the counseJlor; the person receiving the help is the
clie nt." (p . 13)
Thompson and Rudolph (1988) note that numerous
therapies and techniques as well as combinations therein are
addressed in the counselling literature. The following section
outlines the major counselling therapies highlighted in the
literature as well as an overview of their methodological
focus.
Realitv Therapv
William Glasser was the founder of reality therapy. This
therapy focuses on the client learning n-ora ellecti ve behavior
to meet his/her present social arid emotional needs. The
method is well-defined and involves the following steps: (1)
establishing a relationship with the client; (2) examining the
client's present behavior; (3) helping the client evaluate
present behavior by determining if it is helping them get what
they want out of life; (4) developing plans for alternate
behavior; (5) getting the client to commit himself to one of
the plans; (6) evaluating the results of the commitment; (7)
providing logical consequences for client's behavior; (8)
continua to work with the client through the preceding steps.
Pe rSQn-C enter ed Therapy
The founder of person-centered therapy was Carl Rogers.
Person-centered therapy is based on the assumption that
clients have the potential, and therefore should have complete
responsibility for their own personal growth. It is a non-
directive approach in which counsellors use the following
methods: (1) active and passive listening; (2) reflection of
thoughts and feelings; (3) clarification; (4) summarization;
(5) confrontation of contradictions; and (6) general or open
leads that help client self-exp loration (Thompson & Rudolph,
1988, p. 67).
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Gestalt Therapy
The founder of gestalt therapy was Fritz Perls. This
therapy is experiential, stressing the Individual's awareness
of the here and now and teaching them to assume
responsibility for themselves. An emphasis is placed on the
integration of the person's inner state and behavior so that
they may give full attention to meeting their needs
appropriately. It offers a range of techniques and methods to
help individuals experience the present and become aware of
their feelings (Corey, 1986; Thompson & Rudolph, 1988).
Relional-Emoti ve Therapy
Albert Ellis was the founder of rational-emotive therapy.
The theory underlying this approach is based on the assumption
that an individual's thinking and belief system is at the root of
his personal problems. The two main goals of rational-
emotive therapy are: (1) to show individuals how their
irrational beliefs and attitudes are creating problems for
them, and (2) to teach them how to rid themselves of these
beliefs and replace them with rational ones. This method of
counselling is direct, didactic, confronta tional, and verbally
active. Therapeutic strategies are typically eclectic.
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Cognltlye e"'haVio[ Therapv
The cognitive behavioral approaches developed by
Maultsby, Beck and Meichenbaum share the underlying
assumption of Ellis' or iginal work , that a reorganization of
one's self -statements will resul t in a corresponding
reorgani zation of one's behav ior (Corey , 1986) . These
approach es are dist inguishable mainly by the techniques they
use to help individual s change their thoughts .
Behavioral Counselling
Key figures associated with the development of
behavioral therapy includ e Ivan Pavlov , John B. Watson, Edward
Thorndike. Edward C. Tolman, Joseph wcice , L. Krasner, and
Arnold Lazarus. The individual most noted for translating the
theorie s of other beha viorists into an applied and useful
technol ogy was B. F. Skinner. (Corey, 1986; Thompson &
Rudolph , 1988) .
Behavioral therapy is based on learning princip les and
assu mes that all behav ior is learned and can be relearned .
Bc .ucalty , effective behavior is reinforced while maladaptive
beha vior is extinguished . Beha vioral therapy include s seve ral
techniques and is used with both covert processes, such as
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cognitions and emotions, as we'll as traditional overt behavior
problems. Methods include contingency contracting, shaping,
biofeedback, modeling, token economies, systematic
desensitization, hypnosis, flooding, countercondition ing and
aversive conditioning (Thompson & Rudolph, 1988).
psychotherapy
The key figure associated with psychotherapy was
Sigmund Freud. The primary goal of psychotherapy is to make
the unconscious, conscious. Several methods are used to
unveil repressed material. The five basic techniques are (1)
free association; (2) interpretation ; (3) dream analysis; (4)
analysis of resistance, and (5) analysis of transference
(Corey, 1986).
Play therapy is a technique similar to free association.
It is used with children younger than twelve years because of
their limited cognitive development and ability to verbalize
their thoughts and feelings. Through nondirective free play,
children reveal the types of interactions in their Jives; they
are able to express feelings they are otherwise unable to
verbalize; they can act out feelings of anger and hostility
constructively; and it can be an effective method for teaching
social skills (Thompson & Rudolph, 1988). Thompson and
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Rudolph also include bibliotherapy and storytelling as
psychotherapeutic techniques for children.
Transac t ion al Analvs is
The founder of transactional analysis was Eric Berne.
Transactional analysis is best described by Corey (1986) as:
~. . . an interactional psychotherapy that can be used
in individual therapy but that is particularly
appropriate for groups. This approach is set apart
from most other therapies in that it is both
contractua l and decisional. It involves a contract
developed by the client, that c/early states the
goals and direction of the therapy process. It a/50
focuses on early decisions thaI each person makes,
and it stresses the capacity to make new decisions.
Transactional analysis emphasizes the cognitive,
rational, and behavioral aspects of personality and
is oriented towards increasing awareness so that
the client wilf be able to make new decisions and
alter the course of his or her life.- (Corey, 1986, p.
149).
Transactional analysis has a vocabulary of its own and is
full of terms, diagrams and models. Teaching techniques are
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used to help clients understand the principles of transactional
analysis so that they can use them to improve their own
behavior. Concepts taught through transactional analysis
include: (1) definition and explanation of ego states; (2)
analysis of transactions between ego states; (3) positive and
negative stroking; (4) I'm OK, You're OK; (5) games and
rackets; (6) scripts (Thompson & Rudolph, 1988, p. 179).
Adlerian Therapy
The key figure associated with Adlerian therapy was
Alfred Adler. One of the basic assumptions underlying this
therapy is that clients are having problems because of their
faulty beliefs and goals. The therapist looks for what is wrong
with the client's thinking or "private logic", and helps them
change how they feel and behave.
The therapeutic process has four stages:
(1) establishing the proper therapeutic relationship;
(2) exploring the dynamics operating in the client through
analysis and assessment;
(3) encouraging the development of self-understanding
(insigh t);
(4) helping the client make new choices (reorientation),
(Corey, 1986).
Adlerian therapists choose a variety of methods to
complete this process,
Famil y Th e rapy
There are several different theorists associated with
family therapy and there are as many types of family therapies
as there are therapists,
A common assumption among the various family
therapies is that families consist of interdependent parts and
when one part has a problem the entire system is adversely
affected. It is necessary to treat the whole family lf change
is going to be effective and long lasting.
Family therapy is often divided into two schools:
structural family therapy and strateg ic family thorapy .
In structural family therapy, the goal is to change the
family's organizational structure as a way of resolving the
identified prob lem.
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Strategic family therapy is based on the assumption that
symptoms of disordered behavior are developed and maintained
by the family's ineffective problem solving ability.
Virginia Satir based her family therapy on the
assumption that families have problems because of poor
communication. Her goal is to teach families better
communication skills so that they may resolve conflicts more
effective ly .
Techniques used by family therapists are borrowed from
other therapies previously discussed.
Group Coun selling
The theories and principles of various individual
therapies can be applied to group counselling. Group therapy is
different from individual therapy in that it provides direct
opportunities for children to unlearn inappropriate behaviors
and learn new ways of relating to others through interaction
and feedback in a safe, practice situation with their peers
(Thompson & Rudolph, 1988).
Four types of groups described by Thompson and Rudolph
(1988) include:
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(1) The common-problems group consisting of children
working on the same difficulty. Examples of this are
weight problems, family divorce.
(2 ) The case-centered group consisting of children working
on different problems. Each child has the opportunity
to receive the group's full attention to his or her
problem .
(3 ) The human-potential group provides an opport unity for
children to develop their positive traits and strengths.
It focuses on building stronger self-concepts in
childre n.
(4) The skills-development group is directed to specific
behavior and skills such as assertiveness and
communication. (adapted from p.260).
In summary, one would hope that the services offered by
individual therapists would depend on the nature of the child's
problem. However, as Kestenbaum points out:
"Type of treatment has typically been shaped to the
theoretical orientation of the therapist; it ts not
always based on methodological study of all the
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neurological and psychological deficits in a
particula r child . ~
(Kestenbaum, 1978 as cited In Algozzine & Lee, 1982 p.359)
Who Are Ser v ing Beh av ior all y pi sturbed Ch ildren?
Smerdon and Butt (1985) provide a description of the
therapist's role as follows:
The work of the Educational therapist is varied.
Because of the low student ratio, the Educational
therapist has ample time to develop complete
behavior change programs for maximum
effectiveness: the Therapist sees the students for
individual and group counselling, is able to provide
long-term family counsefling services and works
extensively with other agencies, such as Social
Services, R.C.M.P., medical personnel and others in
the helping professions. Through efforts with
other agencies, a healthy and functioning "team
approach philosophy~ to problem children prevails
in the area... ~
(Smerdon & BUll, 1985 p.82)
Tra ining and Background
The CELDIC Report (1970) in emphasizing a coordinated
effort between professionals deali ng with behavior problem
children has implications for the training of specialists
working with these children. Because communication between
different service systems is believed to be essential, the
report recommends that professionals in this field should
receive training that cuts across or at least combines
differe nt discipli nes. For example, professionals who are
trained in educatio n could do field placements in a hospital or
correctional satlin g. The report also recommends inter-
disciplinary semina rs. Inter-disciplinary training is suggested
to benefit the communication between consult ing
professionals. Spec ific training in consultation techniques as
well as techniques for communicating specifica lly with
parents are recommended. In order to be more specific about
training needs, the report recommends an examination of the
training and developme nt of existing personnel as well as a
closer look at specific job descriptions to determine the
training appropriate. The CELDIC report represents a shift in
thinking, not unlike that found in other areas of special
education. 1t is a move which requires a team approach that
includes professiona ls from a variety of disciplines who serve
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as consultants to each other and whose main function is to
help teachers and parents more effectively meet the needs of
these children.
Obviously, a person who is offering the services
suggested will need training in specific areas. Originally, the
Terra Nova Integrated School Board advertised for individuals
with the follow ing quali fications:
1. a master's degree (or equivalent) in counselling.
2. a good background in psychology (at least a major at
first degree level)
3. a strong emphasis on a variety of behavior change
techniq ues
4. good experience in working with children who exhibit
maladaptive behaviors.
(Smerdon & Butt, 1985 p.82)
Because the demand for educational therapists exceeds
the supply of professionals with a Master's degree, the
Department of Education for Newfoundland and Labrador has
indicated qualificatio ns in the form of the following
competencies :
1. Assessment and diagnostic skills in cognitive and
personality areas of behavior.
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2. A high level of counselling/behavior change skill
preferably encompassing a variety of counselling
techniques rather than adherence to one particular
"school" or method.
3. Good consulting skitls with parents and colleagues in
schools as well as from other professions.
4. The ability to write clear and relevant reports of all
interventions and maintain records of all interventions
with students which can be passed without addi tional
information to other similar ly qualified personnel.
(pp.4, 5)
The policy does suggest that a Master's degree with the
above competencies should be regarded as the "desirable
minimum qualification", (p.5). It also goes on to say the
following: •... initial training as a teacher with particular
emphasis on courses dealing with excepticnalities, and a
variety of classroom management strategies is desirable".
(p.5).
The competencies listed by the Department of Education are
directly related to the services and responsibilit ies outlined
for the therapist. These include the following:
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1. Identification and diagnosis of children with
behavioral problems.
2. Individual child counselling with children in the unit
and referred children. This includes therapy, advocacy,
psychoeducational assessment, and record keeping.
3. Supporting the school staff including: consultation
with teachers, crisis intervention, provide classroom
management, and provide in-service education.
4. Family Consultation including: consulting with the
parents, assessing the home situation, providing family
therapy where needed, providing liason between the home
school and community.
5. Community liaison. (pp. 6-14).
These responsibilities give one a view of the services
deemed desirable for behavior disordered students by the
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. However, research
of policy is only one step: research of actual practices must
fo llow.
Whether or not a therapist can fulfill the
responsibilities outlined in the policy will clearly depend on
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the extent and type of training he/s he has received. In a study
by Bea re & Lynch (1983) the respondents indicated that their
most pressing problem in delivering services to behavior
disorde red st udents was a lack of trained personnel. It is
important to discover areas of training that therapists' believe
are de sirable in order 10 enhance their services. It is also
importa nt to find out the therapists' perceptions of the
adequacy of their present training.
Tea ch ers p erc eptions of Tra ining Needs
Teacher Competencies
In the literature, most of the specialists working with
behavior diso rdered children in the school system are special
education teachers. Rizzo and Zabel (1988), in their discussion
of trai ning issues, suggest that special education teachers
should receive training for regular classroom teaching for the
following reasons: (1) Most behavior disordered children
spend at least some time in the regular classroom; (2) Most
of these students come out of the regular classroom for
special help but the goal is to return them to the regular class.
In order to effective ly mainstream behavior disordered
children, special educators must be familiar with the regular
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educa tion envi ronments. Rizzo and Zabel (1988) summarize
their recommendations by noting:
~They must be knowledgeable about normal patterns
of cognitive, physical, and social child
development, about academic curricufa and grade
and age level expectations. In addition, they must
be able to communicate with regular educators."
(p. 289).
Hewett (1967) also suggested that a background in
regular educat ion should be a prerequisite to special training.
Most lit erature on the topic of specia l competenc ies for
teac hing students with behaviora l disorders has consisted of
the opinions 01 special education teachers or teacher
educa tors. In one study, Mackie, Kvaraceus and Williams
(1957) , (as cited in Rizzo & Zabel, 1988), asked seventy-five
teache rs to rate the importance of eighty-eight competenc ies
for work ing with socially and emotiona lly malaojusted
child ren. The following six areas of competencies were rated
as be ing ·very important" :
(1) Knowledge and abil ity to establish and operate
stimulati ng, f1exibile, tension -free classrooms capable
of meel ing a child's individual needs.
(2) Ab ility to use differential d iagnoses and to interpret
psychological tests, reports. and case histories.
(3) Ab ility to counsel students with reccrd to their
atti tudes and problems.
(4) Ability to manage a child's individual socia l behavior
and develop self -control,
(5 ) Knowledge of the causes of behavior problems and of
students' psycholog ica l needs.
(6 ) Ability to work with other professi onal groups.
(Rizzo & Zabel, 1988. p. 291) .
Pclsgrove and Reith, (1979). as cited in Rizzo and Zabel
(1988). devised a comprehensive list of 138 competencies
which were rated for importance by special education teacher
educato rs. The competencies were devided into seven
catego ries : assessment, behavioral management,
communication/consultation, personal, instructional,
administrative, and cognitive . The following tist provides the
competenc ies most highly regarded by the teacher educators .
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A s s enment compete nc ie s
1 . Correctly selec ts, administers, and mterprets var ious info rmal and
standardized ineuuments for assessIng students' socialperformance (e.g.,
behavioral checklists, soclograms, anecdota l records}.
2 . Correctly administers and Interprets va rious Info rmal measures of
students' academic pe rformances le.g ., crnencn-reterenced measures,
teacner-maue tests, permanent-product Information).
3 . Uses appropriate info rmal and format observation systemS/techniques for
collectlng data on students' academic and social be havior.
4 . Selects appropriate academic and social behaviors for Intervention
programs with snde nts.
5. Uses assessment info rmation 10 place students in appropriate instructional
sequences.
6. Realistically appraleee influence of sltuatlonal va riables that may affect an
Interve ntion program.
Behavioral management comDetencie..s...
1 • Arranges antecedent and consequent stimuli to change behavior In desirable
directions.
2 . Can establish and maintain a structured learning environment for s tudents.
3. Uses vario us strateg ies for developing studen ts' eett-ccmrct
4. Desi gns. im plement s, and evaluales e ffecUve b ehavior m anagem ent
programs for studenls.
5. Selects an d success fully employs appropriate m ananement strate gies In
va rious s ttuatons.
6. A rra nges phy sical environment 10 facilitate m anagem e nt possibilities.
7. Se lects appropriate reinforcers lor us e In moti valing students.
6. Designs m a nageme nt programs 10facilitate ge neral izalion and m aintenanc e
of acquired behaviors.
Comm unlcat lQnlconsultat loo CQmpe te ncles.
Est ablishe s and ma intains o pe n communication wilh s tudents , o ther
teachers, administrators,and parents .
2. Fa llows prope r leg a l proced ures rega rding assessment, placeme nt,
programming, and consultation with p arents and other professionals.
p erson al competencIes
1. Remains ca lm in crisis. Inflamm atory , or provocative situations.
2. Provides an acceptable model of setr-comrcr for studen ts.
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3. Maintains flexibility in managing students' beha vior and in administrating
th eir academic prog rams.
4. Objectively evaluates students' behavior.
5. Expresses joy and enthusiasmunder appropriate circumstances.
Instructional competencies
t. Accurately analyzes students' strengths andweesn eeses in givcn areasfor
p lanning a n Instructionalsequence.
2. Adapts tnstrucuonat materials tor meellng lo ng. and shcn-rerm
objec tives .
3. Provides elfective Individual and small group instruction.
4, Uses var ious strategies (e.g., modeling, Imitation, rehearsal, inqUiry,
prompting , cueing, feedback , oonsequatlon, d iscussion, lecture) in ectaucn
o r in combination for providing app ropriate insnu ctrcn lor students.
5. Se lectsa nd writes appropriate long- and short-term academic and social
goals based onassessment informatio n.
6. Selectsappropriate placement lor students in tnsuucttonat sequencesbased
o n assessmenllnformatlon.
7. Uses continuous assessme nt 10 modi fy instructio nal activit ies lor meeting
studenls' in struction al needs.
8 . Teaches pe rsonal de velopmenl skills such as: sell-control, se lf· h elp,
communicat ion, taking responsibililly. self-con fidence. plOblem·soIving.
aesibetcs.
Adm ln lstrat l y e competenc ies
1. Establishes a nd maintain s a resource room, seu-ccraemec classroom, Of
residential sc hool classroom and june-ant class for students.
2 . Develops and Impieme nlS appropriate IEP's lor st udents.
3 . Keeps appropriate reco rds on students.
4 . Functions as a membe r 01a l earn klr planningsocial and education al
interventions wilh students.
Cogniljve c o m pet e ncies
1• Demonslrates knowledge 01generalchild development.
(Rizzo & label, 1988. pp. 294-295).
In the co nclusio n to Rizzo and Zabel's (1988) study, four
major skill areas were noted as being nece ssary for teachers
of emotionally disturbedl behavior disorder ed children: (1)
skill in establish ing a structured classroom envi ronment,
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providing clear-cut expectations' and limits, yet with
flexibility in meeting the needs of students ; (2) ability to
work with other professions in the treatment proce ss; (3)
ability to effec tively manage children's beha vior; and (4)
objectivity, warm th, tolerance, and emot ional stability.
(Pclsqrove & Reith, 1979, p. 32, as cited in label, 198a , p.
17 8).
Rizzo a.nd Zabel (1988) suggest that the trend in the
issue of teache r competencies has shifted from understanding
or explaining behavior disorders to learn ing specific skills for
effective intevenlion. They note however , that strategies lor
helping such students cannot be indiscrimina tely applied. They
should be directed by an understanding of the student's
behavior problems and needs.
Teachers' Pe rcept ions of Tra ining Ad equac y
One way of evaluating the adequacy of teacher
preparation ha s been to survey practicing teachers on their
perceptions of competence and the nature and value of their
training. Zabel (1987) , in reviewing Gersh and Nagle's (1969)
work, found th at teachers telt inadequate in educational
diagnosis and remedial teaching. As well . they had difficulty
applying behavi oral cont rols and felt they d id not have enough
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experiences for pr acticing methods and techniques. In another
study, Luthemeir (1983) , as cited in Zab el (19 87), found that
just over half of the pub lic school tea c hers for behav ior
disordered childre n rated their preparation prog rams as
"adequate" •
Kavale and Hirshoren (1980) atte mpted to evaluate
teache r preparation programs by looking at th e matc h betw een
the theoretical foc us of the trai ning pro grams and th e actual
approaches used to treat behavior diso rdered students . They
found that althoug h the majority of teac hers considered bo th
thei r treatment foc us and training program to be be haviora l,
their actua l treatment p rogram used techniques refl ecting a
variety of theoreti cal models. They conclude d that university
teacher trai ning pr ograms should refle ct a more ec lecl1c
stance.
In summary it is useful to recogn ize tha t:
"tt is beyond the scope of any single course, practicum
experience. or even entire teache r education p rogram to
fully prepare prosp ective teachers in a ll of the
competencies necessary to be effective teachers of
behavior diso rdered students. Di fferent students,
circumstances, environments, support s ervices , and
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teacher responsibilities wifl demand d ifferen t personal
and profess ional skills. In a very real sense. a teacher is
never fUlly equipped to deaf with every behavioral and
instructional challenge posed by his or her students.
There will a /ways be new challenges (or which teachers
have not been fully prepared. The solution is ongoing
acquisi tion and refinement of competence.·
(Rizzo & Zabel, 1988, pp. 293-294)
C a te go r j c aJ/N o n cate g o r jc a J Tra in in g
Another major issue in the literature is wheth er or not
teachers working with behavior disordered students should
receive the same prepa ration and training as other special
education teachers (Rizzo & Zabel, 1988; Zabel, 19S7). Zabel
(1987) suggests that there are valid arguments for both
categorical and noncateqorical teacher training. He
recommends common introductory and support ing coursework
in areas such as assessments, behavior management, individual
educational programming, and working with parents. Once this
is completed , teachers dealing with special populations such
as behavior disordered children would be involved in more
specialized catego rical preparation related to this area.
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Research by Carri (1985) supports the catego rica l
preparation approach for at least parts of the training for
teachers of behavior disordered students. Carri found that
teachers of behavior disordered students viewed skills and
competencies needed in the public schools as being different
from those skills and competencies deemed necessary by
teachers of the mentally retarded andlo r learning disab led. A
possible explanation provided for this difference was that
teachers of 'rehavicr disordered children were more conce rned
with social-emotional adjustment of children than with the
academic measurement process. Carri (1985) also noted that
if teachers are not trained specifically in behavioral diso rders
they may be concentrating on academic tasks rather tha n
concentrating on the socia l-emotiona l difficulties experienced
by these children.
The Department of Education in Newfoundland and
Labrador (1986) along with Smerdon and Butt's (1985)
recommendations for a Master's degree (or equivalent) in
counselling seem to be supporting a training approach that has
more in common with counselling and psychology than with
special education. It may be that the ideal training for
'teachers' or 'therapists' should have components from both
programs.
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology
Sampling proced ure
The sample for this study consisted of individuals
employed under the title "Educational Therapist" in
Newfoundland and Labrador. A list of all of the educational
therapists employed at the time of the study in the Province
was obtained from the Department of Education and each
therapist was sent a copy of the research questionnaire. Of
the seve nty-five educational therapists. fifty-nine (78 .7%)
responded .
Meth od of Dat a Col!lli.2.n
Permission to conduct this study was sought by writing a
letter (Appendix A) to the seventeen Superintendents of School
Boards employing educational therapists. Once permissio n to
conduct the study was received, a letter outlining the purpose
of the study (Appendix B) and a copy of the research
questionnaire (Appendix C) were sent to each educational
the rapist.
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After the questionnnaires had been in the schools for
approximately two weeks, the researcher sent another letter
and/or made phone calls to subjects, expressing the
importance of participation in the study. They were asked to
return all completed questionnaires as soon as possible. All
questionnaires were collected before the end of June.
p e scription o f th e Questionnaire
The questionnaire used for this study was developed by
the writer in consultat ion with her superv isors and a colleag ue
whose thesis was also researching the position of educational
therapist in Newfoundland and Labrador.
A number of specific questio ns relating to services
provided by the educational therapist and the type of children
served by the unit were devised, with the provincial guidelines
on services to emotionally and behaviorally disturt ed students
in mind (Department of Education Policy Statement on the
Educational Therapist Position in Newfoundland and l abrador
Schools, 1986).
Other areas of interest. such as training and background
of the therapist, specific approac hes to intervention and
specific types of behavior problems were generated from the
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research questions discussed in Chapter 1 and as a result of a
review of available literature.
The questionnaire encompassed the following primary
areas:
Demographics of the children served.
The presenting problems of children served.
Services offered by the therapists along with roles.
duties and responsibilities.
The intervention methods and techniques used to treat
children .
Demographics of the therap ists involved.
Training background and experience of the therapists.
Percept ions of the therapis ts with respect to delivery
models used.
The majority of the questions included on the
questionnaire required the respondents to select a response
from a number of different choices. A number of questions
also required the respondents to fill in blanks with small
amounts of information. Another method asked the
respondents to complete open-ended questions relating to the
types of behavior problems exhibited by each child and the
treatment used to help them. Two questions required ratings
by the therapists.
Sco ring an d Ana ly~ i $ of Dat ..
The scoring for the questionna ire involved assigning
numeric values to each part of a question in order to code the
data for computer analysis. Before they could be assigned a
numeric value, the responses to open-ended questions relating
to the specific types of behavioral problems exhibited by each
child and the approaches to treat ing each child's problem(s)
were categorized by the writer. The respondents' descriptors
of problem behavior were classified according to Quay's (1986)
classification system, Those responses that could not be
classified by Quay's system were identified as "other." The
respondents' descriptions of approaches used to help each core
child were organized into categories of treatment whenever
possible. These codes were then transferred to coding sheets
and entered into a computer fi le tor processing,
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Analysis of the p ata
The data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SPSSX).
The statistica l analyses were mainly of a descriptive
nature due to the type of questionnaire used. Frequency
distributions were generated for the majority of questions and
cross tabulations were calculated across age, gender, and
behavioral types.
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CHAPTER 4
Results and Discussion
This chapter presents a comprehensive analysis of the
cata gathered to investiga te the five research questions
outlined in Chapter One. In order to enhance readability and to
focus on predominant patterns observed throughout the data
analysis, the patterns will be di s CUSS9 t1 in light of past and
present research in the field. The five questions will be
analyzed in three sections dealing with the following: (A) The
Children Served (B) How The Children Are Served and (C) Who
Are Provid ing The Services?
The Children Served
Number at Children Served
The reported number of ch ildren served was three
hundred and six (306). The mean number of core children in the
respondents' units was 5.46. (range .. 3 to 12). The mean
number of referred children was 8.37. (range ;; 2 to 30). (One
respondent actually claimed sixty six referred children. This
subject was removed from the data).
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Of the children described by the respondents. 54.7%
were between the ages ')f twelve and sixteen. Another 34 .1%
were between the ages of five and eleven. A complete
summary of children's ages is found in Table 1
Tab le 1
Children 's Ages
Age s Num ber (%) of Child ren
5 -8 4 2 13.8%
9-12 94 30.8%
13-15 105 34.0%
16-20 6 4 21.0%
Missing data .4%
TOTAL 3 06 10 0%
A breakdown of students per grade is provided in Table 2
Tabl e 2
Students Grade Level
Grade Number of Studen ts Perc entage
K-3 5 7 18.6%
4 -6 6 0 26.2%
7-9 10 9 35.7%
10 - 1 2 47 15.4%
Missing Data 13 4.1%
TOTAL 306 100%
These results indicate that a higher percentage of
students in junior high school is receiving therapy services
Ihan in primary, elementary or high school. Further research is
needed to determine if this period of adolescence is vulnerable
for the development of behavior problems or if teachers
perceive this age group to be particularly disturbing.
In comparing categories of disorders across grade levels
there was a noticeable increase in the reporting of social
ineptness and socialized aggressiveness as students moved up
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in grade level. These problems "may in fact be related.
Students who find it difficult to socialize may find a certain
level of acceptance in gangs and other antl-scclal groups.
Educational therapists reported fewer undersoclallzed
aggressive conduct disorders as well as attenti on-deficit
disorders as students got older. Specific phys ical disorders
(e.g., anorexia) were rated much more in junior high students
than in elementary or senior high students.
A large majority, 80.7%, of the students described by the
respondents were male. These findings confirm previous
research (Campbell & Werry, 1986; McIntyre, 1989; Prior &
Werry, 1986; Quay, 1986; Schlosser & Algozzine, 1979;
Schultz, Salvia & Feinn, 1974) that more boys than girls are
identified as having emot ional/behavior disorders.
In comparing categories of disorders between genders, it
was noted that a much larger percentage of males were rated
as having conduct disorders, attention-deficit disorders, as
well as learning disabilities. Females were rated much higher
in categories related to anxiety disorders, physical disorders
(e.g., anorexia nervosa), and as well had much higher ratings
than boys in the unknown category. These results are
consistent with curren t literature except in the case of
anxiety-withdrawel disorders ( Kauffman, 1989; Quay &
LaGreca, 1986) .
Type of DisQrd er
Respondents' descriptions of the children 's behavior
problem(s) were categorized using Quay's (1986) model. Table
3 provides a summa ry of the results.
These findings support existing evidence (Kauffman ,
1989; Quay, 1986) that conduct disorder is among the most
prevalent type of behavior disorder. The most common
descriptors used by respondents to desc ribe this disorder
were: aggress iveness, temper outbursts, disruptive behavior I
acting out, and attention seek ing.
Consistent with Quay's (1966) findings. anxiety-
withdrawal-dysphoria was the second most frequently
appearing disorder. The most commonly used descriptors for
this disorder were: depression, anxiety, withdrawal, poo r se lf·
esteem, and excessive crying.
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Tabl e 3
St ud ent Be hav io ra l Categor ies
Di sord er Prl ms ry Problem
Num ber Per cen h ge
Ssco nd sr y Probl sm
Number Per cen t sgo
uroerscctaueec
Aggressive Conduct
Disorder B9 29 .1% 2 .0%
AnxIety Withdrawal ·
Dysphoria 5 0 16.3% 1.6%
Sociallnep lness 2 7 8.6 % 0.6%
Anennon Deficil
Disorder 2 6 8.5% 0 .3%
Socialized Aggressive
Conduct Disorder 22 7.2% 0 .6%
acntecid-unreepcnswe 13 4.2% 0. 0%
Meter Overacliv ity ~ .6 "10 0 .0%
Psychotic Disorder 0.6% 0.0%
Other" 7 2 23.9 %
Refers to disorders that do not fit Into Quay's (1986) classification
system and/or descriptions that are too vague 10 categorize.
Quay's (1986) description of social ineptness pattern is
characterized by poor peer relations without accompanying
anxiety, depression, or generalized unresponsiveness. The
descriptors more frequently used by respondents reflected a
limited reper toire of socia l skills', These included lack of
social skills, socia l immaturity , socially inappropriate
behavior. and inability to relate to peers. Exact descriptions
01 the specific behavior labeled 'sociall y inappropriate' or
'socially immature' would enable one to categorize these
descriptions more effectively .
In this study, attention deficit disorder was the fourth
most frequently occuring problem. A number of respondents
labe'd their childre n's problems as attent ion deficit disorder
while others used descriptors such as: impulsive, inattentive ,
short allention span, unable to concentrate, highly impulsive
and distractible.
Socialized aggressive conduct disorder was comprised of
Ihe following descriptions: young offender, delinquent
behavior, stealing, trouble with the law, truancy, runaway,
drugs and prostitution ,
The disorder labeled schizoid-unresponsive was defined
in this study by descriptors suggesting excessive withdrawal,
schizophrenia, and elective mutism, Elective mutism is not a
descriptor used by Quay (1986) but he compares this category
of DSM III (1980) with his schizoid-unresponsive dimension,
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There were only five children that fit the descriptions of
the dimension motor overactlvfty. Three of these children
were described as hyperkinetic. hyperactive and extremely
hyperactive. Two other children were described as having
laurette's Syndrome.
Two children in this study were categorized under the
dimension psychotic disorder. One child was described as
having formal thought disorder while the other was described
as having 'autistic-like' tendencies. Children with autism are
generally served in classes for the mentally handicapped
because of thq severity of their problems.
A significant number of children could not be categorized
because the descriptors used by the respondents were too
vague. As many as 13.7% of the students were simply
identified as having behavioral disturbance andlo r emotional
disturbance. Other vague descriptions included 'parental
conflict - poor academic performance', 'emergent
socialization, and independent decision-making'. There were
other problems that could not be placed in Quay's (1986)
system. They included personality disorder, anorexia nervosa,
learning disability, sexual and physical al tse. and sexual
identity problems.
Degree of Sev er.i.1Y.
Degree of severity was measured on a three-point scale,
ranging from mi ld to severe. The respondents rated 48 .7% of
the children's problems as being severe, 42.5% as moderate,
and 8.2% as mild.
Behavior Djsordered Students with learning
Disabilit ies
Respondents were asked to give their perceplions
whether students had a specific learning disabilii y. The
reapcndents indicated that 29.4% of the children appeared to
h3V~ a specific learning problem. In comparing genders, many
more males (31.2%) than females (22%) were rated as having
some form of learning disability. These results are consistent
with the general research on learning disabilities which would
indicate a much higher frequency of learning disabilities in
male children.
Learning disabiliti es and behavior disorders often occur
together. Rizzo and Zabel (1988) discuss the learning
di fficultie s associated with attenti on deficit disorder and
also discuss personality and conduct problems associated with
learning disabili ties. It is difficult to determine whethe r one
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causes the other but it is important to realize that problems in
one area places a child at higher risk for the other. Therapists
who view the leamlnq problem as a significant contributing
factor to Ihe behavior disorder may decide that academic
remediation is an important component of therapy.
Ho w The Children Are Served
Intro duct ion
Educational therapists provide a variety of serv ices for
behavior disordered students and assume a number of
responsibilities in the school setting. Individual and family
counselling as well as behavior/personality assessments are
duties emphasized by most therapists. Less than half of the
therapists were involved in teacher inservice specif ically
related to behavioral diso rder!" and even fewer were involved
in classroom guidance and regular teaching duties. The
following section provides an outiine of the major categories
of service provided by educational therapists.
Nat ure Qf Duties
Ileh av jQr lperson aljt y asse ssment
Of the Educational therapists surveyed. 96.6% provided
behaviorlpe rsonality assessment to the students they serve.
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The majority of therapis ts, 86.4b/o, provided this assessme nt
for both core and referred children. A much smaller
percentage , 8.5%, provided behavior/personality assessment to
only the core children in their unit. One therapist surveyed.
1.7%, provided this serv ice to only referred children.
Ac ademic skill u se $sm enl..
Seventy-five percent of the therap ists surveyed provided
assessment of academic skills to the children they serve.
Forty-nine percent of the therapists provided academic sk ill
asse ssment to both core and referred children, 20.3% provided
this service only to core children in the unit, and 5 .1% provided
it to only referred child ren.
Int e llectua l assess me nt.
Intellectual assessment was provided to children by
64.4 % of the therapists surveyed. Fifty-one percent of the
ther apists provided intellectual assessment to both core and
referred children, 11.9% provided this service to only their
co re child ren, while 1.7% provided :t for only referred children.
In d ividu al co ynselling
All of the therapists surveyed. 100%, provided Individual
counselling to the students they serve. A large percentage of
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therapists. 93.20/0. provided this "service to both core ana
referred students. Only 6.8% of the therapists provided the
service exclusively for core students.
Grqup cou nsel!jng
Group counselling was provided by 74.6% of the
therapists surveyed. I birty-nlne percent of the therapists
provided this service for both core and referred children. The
number of therapists who provided this service to only core
students was 22%. Those who provided group counselling to
only referred children were 13.6%.
fiJItjly cQu n se lling
A large number of the therapists surveyed, 96.6%.
provided fam ily counselling for the students served. Fltty-four
percent of the therapists who provided family counselling
services provided them for both core and referred students.
The other 42.4% of the therapists who provided this service
provided it for core students only.
Reme d ial Ins try c ti on
Remedial instruction was provided as a service by 45.8%
of the therapists surveyed, with 16.9% of the therapists
providing this service lor both core and referred children. A
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larger percentage, 25.4%. only provided this service to core
children. Very few therapists (3.4%) provided remedial
instruction to only the referred children. The remaining 54.2%
of the therapists surveyed did not provide this service.
Classroom gu idance
Thirty-six percent of the therapists surveyed provided
classroom guidance, 18.6% of these therapists providing
classroom guidance to both core and referred children.
Another 6.8% provided the service for only core children. A
larger percentage, 10.2%. prov ided classroom guidance to only
referred children. The majority of therapists , 64.4%, did not
provide any classroom guidance.
I" service for te achers
The services for behavior disordered students in
Newfoundland and Labrador may be influenced positively or
negatively by services the therapists are providing to others.
It is helpful, at this point. to examine services provided by the
therapists that are not directly olle red to the students
themselves.
Eighty·one percent of the therapists surveyed provided
some form of inservice to fellow teachers, 30.5% of these
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providing inserv'ce concerning both their role as an
educational therapist and how to deal with children who have
behavioral problems. Another 30.5% of the therapists provided
inservic e only on their role as a therapist, with 10.2%
providing information on how to deal with behavioral problems
and other topics.
Other inservice topics included the following :
teacher/student counsel ling and teacher/student relations;
child abuse issues such as identifying and dealing with sexual
and physical abuse; teenage society; self-concept: anorexia;
smoking; Alateen; identification and remediation of learning
disabilites; Individual Education Plans (IEP's).
par e nt education.
Only 20.3% of the therapists indicated that they provided
some form of parent education. The majority of therapists
(79.7%) indicated that they did not provide the service.
Te a ch in g duti es
Only five (8.5%) of the respondents indicated that they do
some subject instruction In the classroom. Three (1.7%) of the
respondents did not answer this question, while the remaining
therapists indicated they did not teach a subject. Of the
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therapists who taught a subject;' two of them taught Family
Lite, one taught Adolescent Sexuality and one library (French).
The other therapist taught occasiona l classes in Science and
Health periods as a way to observe core children in the regular
class setting.
The therapists' participation in teaching duties can be
viewed both positively and negatively. Teaching is not a
respons ibility of therapists and may be seen as taking time
away from students who need therapy, Therapists who have
been asslqned teaching duties without their consent may be
particularly resentfu l and feel that the administration does
not understand their role or recognize its importance.
However, teaching subjects such as family life, health and
sexua lity may provide therapists with the opportunity to
engage In some preventative measures in the classroom. It
also provides an opportunity for therapists to get to know
more students and see students in their classroom
environment. Teachers who see therapists 'teaching' may also
be more receptive to consultation. Perhaps teaching
occasional classes in different subject areas would provide
the rapists with the associated benefits while avoiding the
negative consequences.
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Assoc iated duties
Fifty-three percent of the therapist s surveyed said that
they had responsibilities other than those associated with
core and referred children. The following list presents a
categorical reference of the nature and types of duties that
therapists were involved in outsi de of their regular therapy
roles:
Supervision DUljes: 20.3%
Extracurricula r Ac tivities wi th stud ents : 13.6%
Pro fessiona l Cpoomjlte es : 8.4%
Classroom CotJOsel!jog (group guidance classes; teaching
study skills, values cla rification, behavior modification
with classes): 8.4%
Couosel!jo g other students (crisi s intervention;
discipline problems, counselling students In school):
11.9%
p rovid jng Assessment: 6.7%
Teach er Coosy lt at joo/ jnseryjce : 6.8%
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A number of services, other than those listed on the
questionnaire, were indicated as being provided by some
respondents. These included;
Involvement with social services and liaison with other
agencies.
Development and implementation of individual behavior
programs in the classroom and throughout the schoel.
Teacher support.
Instr ucti on.
Stress and anxiety management.
Orientation to Junior High School.
Sexual abuse awareness and implementation of the Child
Abuse Research and Education (C.A.R.E.) Kit.
Scope of pu tl es
Most educational therapists serve only one school in
their district. Table 4 provides a summary of the number of
schools served by the therapists surveyed:
Table 4
School s Served bV Therap ists
Number of Schools Number of Percentage of
Serve d Th erap is t s T herap is ts
46 78.0%
11 18.6%
1.7%
N/A
1 1.7%
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AI the time of this study, the majority of therapists
were assigned 10 only one school. There is reason to believe
that as a result of the changes in the allocation procedures for
special education units, a number of therapists may be serving
more than one school.
Originally, the special education units for behavior
disordered children were allocated separately from other
special education units. School Boards would document the
need for educational therapy units and the Department of
Education was responsible for monitoring this documentation
and assigning units accordingly. Since this study, special
education units have been assigned to School Boards on a per
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capita basis. Boards decide how these units are used within
their school system. For example, if there were two behavior
disordered students in a primary school and three more
identified in a high school in a town close by, the Board may
hire a therapist to work between these two schools. This
factor alone may be responsible for changing the focus and
quality of therapy services and may need to be investigated
fu rthe r .
Availability of Support pers onnel
Seventy-f ive percent of the respondents noted that there
was a guidance counsellor assigned to their school, and 94.9%
indicated that their school district had an educational
psychologist.
Table 5 indicates the amount of time Guidance
Counsellors were available to the schools surveyed.
Table 5
Counselling Time In Schools
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Number of
Counsellors
15
10
44
Percentage of Schools
With Counsellors
25.4
16.9
10.2
6 .6
6.8
5.1
1.7
75.5
Time
Days per week
4+
othe r
missing
At the time of this study, a large percentage of
educational therapists had access to guidance counsellors in
their schools. Therapists without guidance counsellors in
their schools may have had to assume more responsibilities.
This is supported by comments made by therapists, such as:
~If the school had access to a guidance counsellor or to a
remedial teacher I would be freed up to do more personal
counselling - especiafly with the quiet students who are
by-passed because there is no obvious (t.e., annoying)
behavioral problem. ~
"Sometimes referrals are heavy and one wonders where
to draw the line, when you don't have a guidance
counsellor on staff, there is a certain amount of work
you feel obligated to do. It does create a more positive
image. ~
There is a very real danger, with changes in allocation
procedures, that school boards will assign educational
therapists to schools where there is no guidance counsellor so
as not to duplicate service. The quality of services for
behavior disordered students may potentially diminish should
this occur.
preferred Dellyery Models
Servinq the needs of behavior disordered children
adequately will depend, to some extent, on the delivery model
dictated by the Department of Education and/or individual
School Boards. The therapists surveyed were asked to
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recommend a delivery model for working with behavior
disordered children. The results are summarized below:
32.2% chose a consultation and support service model,
with the educational therapis t working primarily
with parents, teachers, and other professionals to
maintain the students in the regular ca tssroom.
23.7% chose a combination of the above mode l and the
addition of therapy for the child.
15.3% chose a resource room type of delivery model with
students mainstreamed in a regular class, and the
educationa l therapist being responsible only for
therapy.
11.9% chose a part-time resource room type of service,
with students mainslreamed in a regu lar class
most of the day, but receiving therapy and
academic remediation in the resource room.
8.5% chose a combination of the above three models
including consultation and support, with therapy
and academic remediation.
3.4% chose other models. For example, a combination of
all , depending on the needs of individual students.
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1.7% did not choose a model.
There was very little consensus among the respondents
for the preferred delivery model. However, the percentage of
therapists choosing the consultation and support for parents,
teachers, and others was the same as the percentage of allied
professional respondents choosing this model in Sheppard's
(1989) study (32%). A number of respondents in this study
chose a combination of Model A: consultation and support with
therapy also provided by the therapist. Sheppard (1989) did
not report combination results so it is difficult to make a
comparison. Few therapists chose a model that included
academic remediation (11%). However, in Sheppard's (1989)
study, this model was the second choice overall by
respondents. It is not surprising that this model was chosen
most often by the teachers in the sample. Teachers, school
principals, and coordina tors all have somewhat diffe rent
perceptions about the therapist's role. In the long term it
would clearly be helpful for each school system to have input
from the therapists and allied professionals for the
development of the therapist's role.
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In addition to receiving educational therapy intervention,
behavior disordered students sometimes receive help from
other special educational services. Respondents were asked to
indicate each core child's placement in the school (outside of
therapy services). The following is a breakdown of results:
51.3% of the core children were mainstreamed full
time in a regular class.
18.6% of the core chltdren were malnstreamed most
of the school day with some academic help
from a resource teacher (less than three
periods daily).
17.6% were mainstreamed part time and received
special education part time (three or more
periods with the special education teache r).
8.2% received full t ime special education .
2.0"/0 ot the students did not participate in any
school program apart from the educational
therapy.
1.0% were placed in some other situation .
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1.3% were unable to determine.
In summary, 41 .4% of the students were receiving both
educational therapy and other special education services.
In te rventi on ApDro sc.b..e..s
The data for the types of therapeutic approaches used to
help the core children was viewed in several ways. One way of
examining the data was to look at the percentage of children
receiving a given form of therapy. For 13.1% of the children,
respondents did not specify an approach. Table 6 summarizes
the results.
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Table 6
Intervention Appr oach es Received by Chil dren
Intervenll on s Numb er Perc entage
of
Child ren
Individual Counselling (Unspeclrled) 111 36 .3%
Specified Approaches:
Adlerian Counselli ng 3 1 .0 %
Parscn-c entereo Counselling 5 1 .6%
Ralfonal·Emolfve 3 1. 0%
TransactionalAnalysis 3 1.0%
Gestalt Therapy 2 .1 %
Reality Therapy 3 2 10 .5%
Behavioral Therapy 103 33 .7%
cccnmve 19 6 .2%
Family Counselling/Consulta tion 55 27 .8%
Play Therapy 34 11. 1%
Skills Te3ching
(s('lclai l>l:ills, communication)
'0 9 .8%
Group Therapy 2 2 7 .2%
Relaxation
"
4 .6 %
Role Play 2.9%
Drug 2 .9%
Otho r 2 3 7.5%
Studentsoften receivedmore than one type01therapy.
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Other intervention approaches included: oral reading,
understanding self program, bibliotherapy, playing games,
plant therapy, general conversation, art therapy, involvement
in physical activity , firm kindness, and others.
These findings are cons istent with MacMillan and
Kavale's (1986) research which suggest a trend towards more
behavioral, psychoeducatlonal and eclectic approaches as
opposed to psychodynamic interventions.
Another way of viewing the data on intervention
approaches was to look at the percentage of therapists using
each approach. Intervention approaches are outlined in Table 7.
When asked to indicate the approach used to help the core
children in their unit, Behaviour therapy was an intervention
used by many therapists (76.3%). Individual and family
counselling were also popular approaches. It is interesting to
note that although only 59.3% of therapists cited family
counselling as an approach for helping the core children with
their primary problem, 96.6% of the therapists indicated that
they provided family counselling as one of their services .
Data were also viewed in terms of the people involved in
the intervention approach. Table B provides an indication of
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the types of intervention co ntents (individu al or group) u sed b y
th erapis ts.
The results in Table 8 indicate that the ma jority of
therapists (at least 76.2%) use int erventions that involve more
th an th e child labeled behavi or disordered (the ' identifi ed
patient' ). Most therapists indicated that they worked with
more than the individual child. In other words, the approach
most therapists used involved the child in context with some
aspect of his/ her env ironme nt.
Table 9 provides an indication of the percentage of
children receiving specific therapy groupings.
A review of the case data (Table 9) indicate that 44.1%
of the Children receive intervention in wh ich the therapist a lso
works with other people in the child's environment. The se
findings suppo rt a trend tow ards conceptualizing behavior
disorders within an ecological model.
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Table 7
Interven tion Appro aches by Th er apist
Therapv/Ap p roach Nu m ber Per centag e
of
The ra pists
Family counselling/consultation 3' 59.3%
Individual Counselflng (unspecified) 40 64.4%
Person-Cenlered 3 5.1%
Rational -Emotive 3 5.1%
Gestalt 1 1.7 %
Transactional Analysis 1 1.7%
Adlerian 1 1.7%
Reafily 'therapy 15 25.4"10
Behavior Therapy 4 ' 76.3%
Cogn1live 7 11. 9%
Skill T raining 21 35 .6%
Consuftallon With Teachers 20 33.9%
Play Therapy 16 30 .5%
Group 15 25 .4%
Role-Pl ay 10 16.9%
Relaxation 13.6%
Drug 5.1 %
Other 14 23.7 %
MissIng 3.4 %
1 0 7
Tab le 8
Gro upings Used by T herap i sts
1 0 8
Peop le Invo lv ed In Interventions
Child only
Individ ual, family ,
school, other agency
Indiv idual and fam ily
Individual, family, school
Indiv idual and group
Indiv idual, family, schoo l, group
All levels
Indiv idual, family, agenc y
Indivi dual, family, group
Individual, school, group
Missing Data
Nu mb er
.,
TherapIsts
9
9
8
5 9
Pe rcentag e
15.3%
15.3%
13.6%
13.50/0
8.5%
8.5%
3.4%
1.7%
10.2%
T herapy Groupi ng
Groupin gs by Children
Number
0'
Childre n
Percentage
In \)
Individual only 124 40 .5%
Individual , fami ly, school 38 12.4%
Individu al and fami ly 37 12.1%
Individual and group 1 5 4,9%
Individual, family, school, agency 14 4,6%
Individual and schoo l 11 3,6%
Individua l, fam ily, agency 1.6%
Individu al, fam ily, school, group 4 1,3%
Individual and agency 3 1.0%
Other c ombinations of above 8 2.7%
Unable to determine 4 7 15.4%
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Int erv entio n focus
When indicating the type of approach they were using to
help thei r core children, 55.9% of th e therapists also made
reference 10 the "focus' of some of their interventions. A
review of this data resulted in the extraction of three
categories : socia l skills; self-concept and academic skills.
An examinatio n 01 the data for eac h child's type of
intervention showed that 27.5% of the children received
interve ntion wit h a specific focus. Table 10 provides an
indicatio n of the percentage of ch ildren receiving a particular
interven tion foc us intervention and the percentage of
therapists targetl ing each focus.
Seventy percent of the therap ists who made reference to
the foc us of the ir intervention approaches had social skills as
one of their ta rgets. Over half of th e therapists (51.5%) had
academic skills as a target of inte rvention. Improving these
skills may be seen as important by therapists if they view the
lack of these skills as contributing factors to the disorder of
the child or if they see them as skills to enhance the child's
ability to be malnstreamed. Target ing social skills and/or
academic skills once again suggests a concern with how the
child is relating to his environment.
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Tabl e 10
Interve ntion Focu s
Interve n ti on Numb er Per centag e Number Percentage
Focus 01 o f
Chil dren The r apist s
(n= 8 4) ( n = 3 3)
Social Skills 2. 34. 5% 27.3%
Academic Skills 25 29.8% 2 1.2 %
Sell·Concep t t 7 20.2% 3.0 %
Social Skills,
Self-Concep t 9.5% 18 .2%
Social Skills,
Acadmlc Skills 4.8% 9.0 %
seu-ccncect,
Academic SkUls 1.2% 6.1%
Sell-Concept,
Social Skill s
Academic Skills 0.0% 15.2%
....--- 33
Length of Tim e in Ther apy
Th e ave rage number of periods spent in therapy per week
was 4.1. The time ranged from one period weekly to 24
periods/week ly.
I I I
The ave rage time in months that students had been part
of the therapy unit was 13.9. The time ranged from two
months to sixty months.
Individual and family counselling as well as
behavioraVper sonalit y assessment are duties emphasized by
the therapists . It is not surprising that individual counselling
was chosen as a duty most often performed by the therapists
since allied professionals also rated it as being the most
important dut y expected of the therapist (Sheppard, 1989). It
is also not surpris ing that behavior/personality assessment
was identified as a duty performed by a large majority of
therapists since it is required as part of the documentation
process outli ned by the Department of Ed ucation (1986). It
also helps the therapist understand the nature of the child's
behavior prob lem and enables him to plan a strategy for
intervention. In schools where therapist s did not choose
behaviorfpers onality assessment as part of the ir duty, either
t ~e school counsell or or district educational psychologist may
have assumed this role.
The emphasis on family counselling may have been a
result of therapists' view that fa mily pr oblems were
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contributing to the child's djlfic~lties . A number of therapists
actually suggested that family problems were causing the
children's problems. The results of a study on preschool
children with behavior problems also indicated that teachers
attributed the cause of 'behavioral problems' to the family
(Goupil, 1986). A study of the etiology of children's behavioral
problems would be a valuable topic for further research.
Less emphasis was placed on academic skill assessment
and intellectual assessment. Although psychoeducaticnal
assessment is a function of the therapist, as outlined by the
Department of Education (1986), academic skill assessment
and intellectual ass essment may be viewed as responsibilities
of the school counsellor and/or educational psychologists.
Therapists wh o do academic and intellectual assessments may
do so for any of the following reasons: they may believe a
child's learning d ifficulties contribute to his/her behavior
problem; they may be assuming these funclions because a
school counsellor or educational psychologist is not readily
available to the school and/or they are the most qualified
individual to perform these duties; or they may have more
time available to assume these responsibtlites.
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Group counselling was a method used fairly often by
therapists. It would be beneficial to study the nature of these
groups and the techniques employed in this setting.
Remedial instruction and classroom guidance were
chosen as duties by less than half of the therapists. It would
seem that most of the therapists perceived their role to be
more like that of a counsellor than one of a teacher.
Remedial instruction appears to be the responsibility of
other special education teachers in the school (44.4% of
children receive support from a resource room and special
education). At the same time, a substantial number of
therapists were doing remedial Instruction (45.8%).
Some therapists may be providing remedial instructio n if
a child's behavior problem is considered a result of learning
difficulties. This is supported by one therapist who noted: "I
only do remedial work if it is apparent that academic problems
are the primary, underlying cause of behavioral or emotional
problems: Other therapists may be doing remedial instruction
because they believe they should be responsible for aU aspects
of the special program for behavior disordered students in
their schools. Center (1986) along with Chandler and Jones
(1983), support this notion. Center (1986) suggests that
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programs for behavior disordered students should address
academic behavior. social and emotional behavior and career
education. If students are receiving academic remediation in
therapy as well as special education, there is a danger that
services are being duplicated. It also may be more difficult to
mainstream students that are being pulled out for two special
services.
Classroom guidance is the only service provided that
targets a larger percentage of referred children compared to
core children. One possible reason for this finding is that
individual therapy is not possible if there is a large number of
referred children. Therapists may use classroom guidance as a
preventative measure as well as a way to reach a larger
number of children in less time. Classroom guidance is often
viewed as a responsibility of guidance counsellors and this
may be the reason a large percentage of therapists do not
provide this service.
A small number of therapists (2%) indicated services in
the "Other" category. Three of these respondents identified
consultative services: providing teacher support, involvement
with other agencies such as Social Services. and developing
and implementing behavioral programs in the classroom and
throughout the school. The other three therapists described
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services similar to classroom guidance with students other
than core and referred: providing study and exam taking skins,
stress and anxiety management to all high school students;
doing the C.AR.E. Kit with K-6 students, and providing study
skills and orientation to the Junior High.
Who Are proyldlng the Services?
The first analysis of training examined the highest level
of academic training attained by therapists. Sixty-one percent
of the therapists held Master's Degrees or had coursework for
their Master's completed . Thfrty-slx percent of the therapists
indicated having a Bachelor's Degree. 3.4% of the therapists
did not indicate their level of academic training.
Of those with advanced degrees, 61.1% did graduate work
in educational psychology, 13.9% had a graduate degree in
Clinical Psychology, and 25% did not specify their graduate
program area.
The second analysis of training looked at the major area
of study in the therapist's undergraduate degree. Twenty-nine
percent of the respondents listed more than one major. Fifty-
six percent of the therapists surveyed indicated pS~lchology as
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a major area of study in their tra ining. Nineteen percent
indicated Special Education as a major area of study. (5.1% of
therapists had majors in both special education and
psychology). Five percent of the therapists indicated social
work or social welfare as a major area. Twenty-five percent
of therapists indicated major s or combinations of majors in
areas other than psychology, special education, social work or
social welfa re.
Another way of viewing the data on training was to
examine whether or not the therapists had a first degree in
education. It was found that only 69.5% had an education
degree of some kind. Many researchers ( Rizzo & Zabel. 1988;
Hewett, 1967 ) feel that teacher training is a critical
component necessary for those working with behavior
disordered children. They also feel that teacher training would
give the therapist much more credibili ty when working with
other teachers.
In addition to information on the respondents' degree
programs and majors. data was collected on other
qualifications. Eight percent of the respondents noted some
level of formal (certified) training in reality therapy. There
was a variety of other training experiences noted, such as
psychology courses, studies in criminology, psychiatry
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experiences, certificate in hypnotherapy and other similar
types of experiences.
A wide variety of courses and workshops taken by the
respondents were noted as being helpful to their work. Thirty~
two percent of the respondents indicated courses and
workshops in reality therapy as being helpful. Twenty-two
percent listed family therapy workshops and courses as being
helpful. Workshops in Adlerian counselling were listed by
18.6% of the respondents. while 15.3% of the respondents
noted workshops on the topic of child abuse, and in particular,
sexual abuse. Eight percent of the respondents made reference
to various workshops provided by the School Counsellors
Association of Newfoundland. Other popular workshop topics
taken included: behavior modification (8.5%); cognitive -
behavior therapy, 6.8%); testing, diagnosis and assessment,
(5.1%) and hypnosis (5.1%). Other things taken and mentioned
as helpful included: monthly meeting with other educational
therapists ; courses in Educational Psychology; suicide
prevention workshops; learning disabilities workshops and
peer counselling workshops.
The workshops that therapists identified as being
helpful to their work involved specific counselling techniques
and methods. They also noted workshops on specific social
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issues such as child sexual abuse. Assessment courses and/or
workshops were only identified by a small percentage. It is
difficult to say whether workshops on specific counselling
techniques were more popular or just more available to the
therapists. Results of the question on desired training suggest
that more therapists are interested in learning about specific
methods.
Another question that was asked pertaining to the
therapists' training, was how they would rate the adequacy of
their training in relation to their responsibilities as a
therapist. Table 11 outlines the respondents ratings of their
own training.
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Tabl e 11
Perceptions of Tra in ing Adequ acy
Ad equacy Rating NUf7'ber Percentage
0 1
Respondents
Adequate 24 40 .7%
Somewhat Adequa te 18 30 .5%
Very Adequate 14 23 .7%
Inadequate 1.7%
Very Inadequate 1.7%
Missing Data 1.7%
Although 40% of the therapists rated their training as
adequate, it is worth noting that only 24% rated their training
as very adequate. Another 34% rated their training as less
tha n adequa te.
BackgrQund Bn d professIo n al Experl~
There was very little difference between the percentage
of male and female respondents. 49.2% of the respondents
were male, and 50.8% were female.
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Table 12 represents the percentage of respondents
falling in various age ranges.
Table 12
5 9
The nearly equivalent numers of females and male
therapists in this study do not concur with other research on
demographic characteristics, Schmid, Algozzine. Maher, and
Wells (1984) studied teachers of behavior disordered students
and found that 60% were female. Their findings with respect
to teacher ages were more similar to this study: 85% of those
teachers were under thlrty-slx years of age. In another study
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described by Rizzo and Zabel (1~88) , 87% of the teachers for
behavior disordered children were female. Forty-five percent
of these teachers were under thirty, as compared to 42.4% in
this study .
The therapists' background was also viewed in terms of
their teaching experience. experience as a therapist, and
related employment experience. Table 13 provides a global
overview of these criteria as well as formal training.
Finally , the respondents were asked to indicate areas of
their work for which they would like to receive further
train ing. Thirty-six percent of the therapists desired trainin g
in family counselli ng and 33.8% desired more training in
counselling methods and techniques, a result consistent with
earlier research by Zabel (1987). (A number of counselling
methods referred to techniques for working with younger
children). Another area in which 22% of the therapists desired
further training was assessment. Seventeen percent of the
respondents desired further training in emotional and
behavioral disorders and/or learning disabilit ies.
Other areas identified for further training included:
school psychology and the education system; child abuse; the
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legal system: developing social'skills; alchohoflsm: working
with adolescents and resistant clients, and developing IEP's.
Respondents identified three primary areas of desired
training: family counselling methods, individual counselling
techniques (especially for working with young children) and
assessment. It is interesting to note that these three areas of
need were also the three services and therapeutic approaches
used most often across therapists. This finding may suggest
that because these therapies are used extensively, the
respondents feel a need to have a higher level of expertise in
them. However, it may also indicate that some therapists are
using therapies and strategies for which they have only a
moderate level of training. A close look at the training of
therapists suggest this to be a strong possibility and it may
need further study. Perhaps the most encompassing
description of this concern as well as the most thcuqht-
provoking description of the training needs for therapists was
provided by one of the respondents who stated:
~More specific and in-depth training is necessary for
educational tnereotsts. Family counselling is a must,
therefore educational therapists should be trained in
thet area. At Memorial University of Newfoundland we
(tl7ose 01 us who completed the guidance program) were
ID
trained as high school counsellors not as educational
therapists. I feel totally unprepared to operate
effectively at the pri mary/elem entary level .·
This may help explain why only 24% of the therapists
raled their training as very adequate. It is evident that many
therapists desire further training which is directly related to
the services they are providing .
The majority of educational therapists have graduate
level training andlor background s in psychology, special
education, and social work. However , 25% of the therapists do
not have a degree in these related areas and 30.5% have no
teaching degree or teaching experience. Also, the majority of
therapists (78%) only had two yea rs experience or less as an
educational therapist. This may make it difficult for those
therapists to act as consultants to other teaching staff.
Sheppard (19B9) found that there was overwhelming agreement
among allied professionals that the educational therapist
should have teaching experience. Teachers may not be
receptive to suggestions from professionals who in their view
have little understanding of the classroom experience.
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Table 13 Qualif i cations of Therap ist
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE MAJOR NUMBER OF PERCENT
TRAINI NG THERAPISTS
Psychology 28 47.5
SpecialEducalion 1 2 20. 3
Social Work 2 3.'
Olher 14 23 .7
Missing 3 5 .'
TOTAL 5 . ' 0 0
GRADUATE
TRAINING DEGREE MAJOR PERCENT
Educational Psychology 22 37.3
Clinical Psychology 5 8.5
Masters (Unspecified) • 15 .3TOTAL 3. 6 1. 1
TEACHING
EXPERIENCE TIME (YE ARS) PERCENT
fO,E 18 30.5
1 - 5 20 33 .9
6 - 10 10 16 .9
11 - 15 6 10.2
16 • 20 3 5 .1
OVER21 2 3.'
TOTAL 5 . 10 0
THERAPIST
EXPERIENCE j 'IME (YEARS) PERCENT
0-' 2 5 42.4
2 2 1 35.5
3 6 10 .2
• 3 5. 1OVER4 • 6 .8TOTAL 5' 10 0
PRIOR
EXPERIENCE EMPLOYMENT PERCENT
Siudent 17 2 8 .8
Sp. Ed. Teacher 11 18 .6
SChoolCounsellor • 15 .3Teacher 8 13 .5
Social Worker 3 5 . 1
Clinical Psychologist 3 5 .1
Other 8 13.6
TOTAL 5' 10 0
CHAPTER 5
Conclusions And Recommendations
The educational therapist unit was originally designed to
facilitate the implementation of the guidelin es contained in
the Provincial Policy Manual (1986) with specific reference to
behavior disordered children. Programs were to be designed in
response to the strengths and needs of students, provided in
the least restrictive envi ronment and characterized by
effectiveness. comprehensiveness and consistency. While this
study and a concurrent study by Sheppard (1989) did not
specifically measure the program's effectiveness with
children, questions clearly have been raised in terms of
current practices as measured against the original intent of
the therapy units.
Students currently being served by educational
therapists are predominantly male and elementary school-
aged. They are most generally rated as having unsocialized
conduct disorders although females were more likoly to have
internalyzing disorders such as anxiety withdrawal-d ysphoria .
Although these findings are consistent with other
research in the field, one cannot help question whether boys
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are truly more behavior disorder"ed or if their behaviors are
more disturbing to teachers who make referrals. Similarity,
one questions whether there are truly less children with
anxiety withdrawal problems or if these children are just less
bothersome. The use of behavioral assessments and other
specific documentation procedures helps to limit the amount
of bias when identifying children with behavioral problems,
although children are probably not referred in the first place if
their bahavlors are less intrusive to the classroom.
Perhaps one of the most difficult problems in research
with behavior disordered children is the inconsistent labelling
of children's specific behavior problems and the use of varied
ctasslficatton systems. This issue continues to present a
problem in this research since many respondents appeared to
use vague and inconsistent terminologies that were :loi.
behaviorally applicable. This may reflect the training of the
respondents and/or their specific knowledge of current
behavi oral literature.
Educational therapisls provide a wide continuum of
services to students throughout Newfoundland and Labrador.
Services provided by the largest number of therapists include
individual, group and family counselling, as well as behavioral,
academic and intellectual assessment. To a much lesser
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extent, therapists also provide 'remedial instruc tion to
students and as well provide some forms of classroom
guidance and even direct classroom instruct ion in a few cases.
Interestingl y, less than half of the th erapists surveyed
indicated that they used consultation during their
interventions and less than half provided inservice to teachers
in the school in terms of dealing with behavior problem
students. While consultation to teachers was provi ded by only
33.'Wo of the respondents, Sheppard (1989) found that
consultation with teachers was in fac t viewed by 94,2% of
principals. the school leaders. as the most important goal of
therapy services . Consultation was also cho sen as the
preferred service delivery model by the majority of school
counsellors, special education teachers and princ ipals.
Interestingly, most therapists in the present study also
preferred the model of consultation and support to parents,
teachers, and other professionals. However, regular classroom
teachers and th e coordinator of special services in Sheppard's
(1989) study chose models where the therapist worked mainly
with students .
Further study is required to d etermine the exact nature
ot this practice and to understand why ma ny therapists are not
participat ing act ively in consultation with teachers .
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mainstreaming continues to be the goal of educational therapy
services, one would assume that teacher consultation will
have to improve. Training needs in this area will also need to
be explored.
Clea rly, there are distinctly differing perceptions as to
the nature and types of services that should be offered by
educational therapists. The Department of Education's Policy
Statement (1986) on the educational therapist posit ion is also
somewhat ambiguous in its suggested mandate that ' the major
responsibility for the therapist is working with and on behalf
of the child ldentltled." (p. 9). Depending upon the
interpretatio n, which clea rly has been questioned widely,
therapists are offe ring a variety of services which may or may
not be meeting the needs of students identified.
Unfortunately, the issue of the therapist's role in the
school appears even further from clarif icatio n with recent
changes in the Department of Education regarding this position.
In essence, these changes will "lump" behavior therapy
positions within a group of special education positions
allocated on a per capita basis. While the administrative
advantages to such an allocation are clear, the increase of
board autonomy to allocate these positions and to determine
their roles could have serious implications for the
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improvement of services 10 behavlcr disordered students.
Considering the specialized nature of behavioral therapy, it is
likely that few boards would have the expertise to design and
implement etlective models of therapy.
Although the educational therapist unit was designed to
serve behavior disordered students. almost half of these
students are receiving other special education services within
the school. In defense of the creation of the educational
therapists position, Sme rdon and Butt (1985) noted that a new
service was needed for students who did not require "special
education" in the tradit ional sense, but who because of
behavior problems could not be successfully mainstreamed
into the regular classroom. According to the results of this
study, a large number of these students are receiving both
services from different personnel. If this is the case,
therapists and speclal education teachers must work very
closely together to ensure services are not duplicated
unnecessarily and to work towards providing the least
restrictive environment for these students.
Although individu al and family counseUing were provided
by the majority of therapists, they expressed a desire to
receive more training in these areas. This is not surprising,
given that a good portion of the respondents did not have
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degrees in counselling or a background in psychology. However,
even respondents who had these qualifications expressed a
deslre and/or need to receive more training in a greater
variety of counselling techniques.
At the time of this study, Memorial University's graduate
program in counselling (Educational Psychology) only required
students to complete one course in individual counselling and
one course in group counselling. Family counselling courses
were not always offered and were never a required part of the
program. There were also no courses offered in behavior
therapy or behavior disorders at that time. These factors
alone question whether the graduate program in Educational
Psychology in Newfoundland and Labrador really satisfies the
training requirements of educational therapists.
Recommendations of the CELDIC Report (1970) would indicate
that professionals dealing with behavior problem children
should in fact have broadly based training in a number of
disciplines. Rizzo and Zabel (1988) support this
recommendation and provide a comprehensive list of preferred
competencies for teachers. Should the educational therapy
position continue, there will clearly be a need to more closely
articulate the competencies required within available
university programs.
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In summary, the educational therapy position is clearly
being used in a variety of different ways, and by people of
varying backgrounds. throughout the province of Newfoundland
and Labrador. Considering the use and description of children
served, the educational therapy position appears to be needed
in most school jurisdictions. The change of policy at the
Department of Education level may need to be further studied
in terms of its effect upon these positions and the children
they are intended to serve. Further research may also be
warranted in terms of the ac tual benefits of educational
therapists to children and families involved. At this point
very little is known about the therapeutic value of educational
therapy positions. Clearly if the Government of Newfoundland
and Labrador is to continue to invest substantial monies in
this area the question of benefit to children will need to be
further addressed.
As a follow-up to this research further study is also
recommended in the following areas:
• The nature of chlldrans' needs and the specific
disorders involved.
• The effectiveness of specific therapeutic
interventions.
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• The relationship between therapist training and
effectiveness of therapy .
• The relationship between therapist role and
successfu l intervention with ch ildren.
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P. O. Box 48
Memorial Univer sity
St. John's, NFDL.
April 3, 1987
Superintend ent
Dear • . .
We, the undersigned. are presently completing a Master's
Degree in Educational Psychology from Memorial University.
As part of the requirements for this degree we are involved in
a thesis study of the Educational therapy Practice in
Newfoundland and Labrador.
As part of this study we intend to distribute two
questionnaires: one to all of the educational therapists
employed by school boards in the Province, and the other to a
sample of teachers, specialists, counsellors and
administrators in schools where there are educational
therap ists.
As you are undoubtedly aware, the position of
educational therapist is a relatively new and somewhat unique
one intended to provide services for behaviorally disordered
children. This research will study the nature of the services
and interventions offered by educational therapists, the
specific types of problems manifested by the children served
and will determine the views held by educational therapists
and other professionals of this new educational service.
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We are, by this letter, requesting your kind permi ss ion to
include the staff within your jurisdiction in our sample. Once
approval is granted, participation on the part of the individual
staff members will be sought on a strictly voluntary base.
We wish to assure you that we will follow procedures
intended to protect the anonymity of all participants and that
the information gathered in our study will be examined and
reported in such a manner as to conceal the identity of the
children, the professionals, the schools, a.. well as that of the
school board involved.
We are enclosing the attached form for your use only if
you deem it convenient and appropriate to use it in replying to
our request.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation .
Since rely.
Valerie Anderson-Lane
Superv isor; Dr. Kofi Marfo
Nelson Sheppard
Supervisor: Dr. Glen Sheppard
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Valerie Anderson-Lane
Box 533, AlB 3S7
Burton's Pond Apts..
SI. John's, NFDL..
May 10, 1987
Dear Colleague,
I realize this is a very busy time of the school year as
you prepare to complete reports and files on children in tour
unit. However, I would appreciate a few minutes of your time
to read this letter and your consideration to complete the
enclosed questionnaire .
Myself and another graduate student, Nelson Sheppard,
are presently completing a Masters Degree in Educational
Psychology from Memorial University. As part of the research
requirement for this degree we are involved in a thesis study
of the Educational therapy Practice in Newfoundland and
Labrador.
Permission from your School Board has been granted to
distribute our questionnaires. The questionnaire enclosed has
been sent to all educational therapists in the province. Mr.
Sheppard's questionnaire has ben sent to a sample of allied
professionals in these schools.
As you are aware. the position of educational therapist
is a relatively new and somewhat unique one intended to
provide services for behaviorally diso rdered childre n. The
intention of the followi ng questionnaire is to obtain a
provincial view of the serv ices and interventions offered by
educational therapists and the types of children being served
in these units. It also hopes to determine the views held by
educationa l therapists of this new educational service .
I wish to assure you that my colleague and I will follow
procedures intended to protect the anonymity of all
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participants and that the information gathered in this study
will be examined and reported in such a manner as to conceal
the identity of the children, professionals, schools, and school
boards involved.
Although your participation is voluntary, I would
sincerely appreciate it if you would complete this
questionnaire and return it by May 30, 1987. A stamped, sell -
addressed envelope has been included.
Thank you very much for your time and consideration.
you have any questions, please call me at the number below.
Sincerely,
Valerie Anderson-lane
739-6744
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A STUDY OF THE EDUCATIONAL THERAPY SERVICE IN
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
General Inf ormat ion
1. Indicate your school's stude~t enrollment:
() SO-100; () 101-200; () 201-400; () 401-700;
() 701+
2. Is there a guidance counsellor assigned to your school?
() yes; () no
If yes, how often is the counsellor at your school?
( ) 1 day/week; () 2 dayslweek; () 3 days/week;
( ) 4 days/week; () More than 4 days/week
3. Does your school district have an educational psychologist?
() yes; () no
4. How many schools do you serve? __
5. How many special education units are in your school?
(excluding educational therapy units) __
6. In what type of school setting(s) are you working?
() k-6; () 7-9; () 10-12; () K-12; () Other. please
specify
Background Information
7. Sex: ( ) Male; ( ) Female
8. Age (yrs.): () 20-25; ( ) 26-30; () 31-40;
() 41-50; () 50+
9. Length of experience as an educational therapist:(yrs.}
() 0-1; () 2; () 3; () 4; () 4+
10 . Length of teaching experience prior to becoming an educational
therapist: (yrs.): () 0; () 1-5; () 6-10; () 11-15;
() 16-20; () 21+
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11. Please indicate your employment status before you took the
position of educational theraplst :
() full-time student; () social worker; () special
education teacher; ( ) teacher; ( ) clinical psychologist:
clergy () school counsellor; () Other
12 . ~:~~~~) :Obtained : _
Other qualifications:
13. Please indicate any courses andlor work shops taken which
have been helpful to you as an educational therapist:
14. How would you rate the adequacy of your present train ing
background, relative to your responsibilitie s as a therapist:
() very adequate; ( ) adequate; () somewhat adequate
( ) inadequate; () very inadequate
15. If you had the opportunity, for which aspects of your work
would you like to receive further training?
Population Served
In this section, a core student is one fer whom full documentation
exists in school and board office, and therefore one who could be
used to substantiate the unit. A referred student is one referred to
you by self, parent or other agency for evaluation, behavior al
program planning or crisis intervention .
16. Number of core children in your unit: __
17. Number of referred children at any given time. (II this number
changes, provide an average.) __
18. Do you have responsibilities other than those associated with
core and referred children? () yes; ( ) no
If yes, what are they? _
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Information on core students only:
Before doin g the next section, assiqn each of the core children a
letter from A to F (if there are more than 6 core children, put their
names in alphabetical order and choose the first six). Please retain
the same letter identi fication for each student throughout this
sect ion.
19. Please indica te the age, sex, grade, periods weekly in therapy,
and how long (months) each child has been in educational
therapy .
AGE SEX GRADE PERIODS/WEEK TIME (mnths)
core:A
8
C
D
E
F
20. Specificall y describe, in behavioral terms , the primary
emotional/be havioral difficulty for which each child is
receiv ing educational therapy and indicate the degree of its
sever ity:
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Nature of Problem
core : A
C
D
Mild Moderate Severe
21. Which of these children, if any, seem to have a specific
teaming di sability? (eg. reading disab ility)
() A; () B; () C; (I D; () E; () F
22. If a core stud ent leaves the educational therapy unit , how do
you sustain the required number of stude nts for a unit?
() identify new students .
() referred students become core stude nts
( ) work wi th referred students only
() unsure
( ) other, please specify
23. Place a numb er from the following, next to each core child .
which best describes his/her placement, outside of therapy.
1. mainstream ed full-t ime in a regular class
2. mainstreamed most of the school day with some academic
help from a resource teacher (help for less than 3 periods
daily )
3. mainstreamed part-time/special education part-time ( 3 or
more per iods daily with the special ed. teacher)
4. full -t ime special education
5. in school only to receive services from the educational
th er ap ist .
6. Othe r (sp ecify) _
core: A _ ; B_; C _ ; 0 _ ; E _ : F _
24. If you were asked to recommend one of the following delivery
models for working with behaviorally disordered children,
which one would you choose:
( ) A full- tim e se lf-contained classroom where therapy is
combined with academic instruction by the educational
the rap ist.
( ) A part-time resource room type of service with students
mainstrea med in a regular class most of the day, but
receive therapy combined with academic remedia tion in
the resource room.
() A reso urce room type of de livery with students
mainstrea med in a regula r class , and the ed ucatio nal
therapist is only responsible for therapy.
() A consu ltation and support service with the educa tional
therapis t working primarily with parents, teachers, and
other professionals to maintain the student in the regula r
class.
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() Other. please specify
25. Please indicate the type of approach you are presently using to
help each core child \'!ith his/her primary problem:
core:
A _
c _
0, _
Serv ices Prov id ed:
26. Please check which of the following services yau provide in
your school and also indicate which students you serve:
Se rv ic e s Core Referred
(al Behav io ral /Pe rsonality
Assessment
(b) Academic Skill Assessment
(e) Assessment of Intellectual
Abi lity
(dl Individual Counselling
(e) Group Cou nselling
(II Family Counselling
(g) Remedia l Instruction
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(h) Classroom Guidance
(instruction to a large group
on topics such as self-concept, _
sexua lity. etc .)
( i ) Other _
27. 00 you provide classroom instruction for any school
subjeet(s)?
() yes; () no
If yes, indicate which subjects you teach and how many
periods weekly :
subjeel(s) --:-::-- _
periods weekly
28. Have you provided any of the following inservice to teachers?
( ) Your role as an educational therapist
() How to deal with children who have behavioral problems
( ) Other, please specify.'--- _
29. Have you provided any parent education groups or programs?
() yes ; () no
30. Please indicate the extent to which your view of the purpose
of educa tional therapy and its responsibilit ies are shared by
the follow ing:
Scpervisor at Board level
( ) very similiar ( ) similiar ( ) dissimiliar ( ) very dissimitiar
Princ ipal
( ) very similiar ( ) similiar ( ) dissimiliar ( ) vary dissimiliar
Special Education teacher(s)
( ) very similiar ( ) similiar ( ) dlsslmlliar ( ) very dissimiliar
Regular classroom teachers
( ) very similiar ( ) similiar ( ) disslmlllar ( ) very dissimiliar
31. Are there any changes you would like to see with respect to
the responsibilit ies you are presently taking withi n your
school? Please specify and feel free to comment:
32. Are you familiar with the policy manual prepared for
educational therapists by the Department of Education? ( ) yes;
() no
Comments
Thank you for you r support!
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